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Introduction

Several circumstances have led me to write the present paper: In my

treatment of the Dipt~ra in the Handbuch der Zoologie (Hennig, 1973), both the

description and the interpretation of the male copul~tory apparatus of the

Brachycera and, in particular, of the Cyclorrhapha as well as the attempt to

clas~ify th'ese, no doubt, mono;phyletic groups within th~ framework of tAxonomic

affinities had been partic~arly unsatisfactory. Furthermore, in the Handbuch,

I had been unable.to give proper consideration to Griffiths' (1972) work, whose

results in some respects deviate greatly from my views. Finally, in connecti.6n

with the re-examination.of the general part of my revision of the papaearctic

Anthomyiidae (Hennig, 1975), I had to establish the extent to which Griffiths' .

views......as far as they deviated from my own conclusions-were properly :founded.

A welcome possibili~ for supplementing my efforts was given when I, during a

trip thro~~ southern France, was able near Olaron to collect by chance a number

of males of Lonchopter~ lutea PANZER, and to preserve them in alcohol for sub-

sequent anatomical investigation~ The hypopygium of this family very poor in

species (ab~ut 20 species)-which family at the present ~ime, ~_geE-err:~.'.._~_~ .)1
r 7garded as a sister group of the ot~er ~~lorrhapha-hashitherto not ye~ beeri

compared in any detail With that of other Brachyc.era. The muscles of th€ struc~
I '

. ture have as yet not been described. For the purpose of comparison, I have used

--
several representatives of the orthorrhaphan Brachycera--in particular (With

regard to the mDScles) Rhagio scolopaceus L.--and of the ~latypezidae; however,

these eff'orts have been limted due to the la.ck of proper material. 1lf.y da ta on

these forms by no me8?s make superfluous mo~e detailed investigatio~sell

There exist several detailed investigations with regard to the bypopygium-

or the terminal segments of the abdomen of Diptera, includ~ng both orthorrhaphan

I
l
l,
\
l
~

i
l
l
i
•,
t
I

I
I
1

Brachycera and ~clon'hapha, which investigations, in part, hAve dealt also

UNEDiTED TR:.N$l;~~.!O~J :n
.. . ~ .. I=or 'nfcr~(z~t:r\.o.,.:I--..... -.--.-.--:.11

••_._~ .. ~ ;_'''-';-.--:"",.,._;.;...__0 • ••_ ........_-.-rN-.....,.,.--.
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with the muscles. Such investigations, dealing 'Witb. the bypopygium and the

male co-pulatory apparatus ~s an entity, no doubt, are of .extraordinary impor

tance. Ho\r.rever, the highly complex construction o~ this particulAr structure

has as consequence that investigations of this tyJle are difficult, time-con-

suming and, for these reasons, sparse in numbers (measured against the enorm

ous number o~ species alone of the Cyclorrhapha) and also will remain sparse

in numbers for some time to come. Considering that situation, one can readily

understand, first, that homologization of individual structures is d~ficult

due to the existence of large gaps in cur knovl1edge_, and, secondly, that at-

tempts in that direction frequently have led to rather con.tradictory results.

Furthermore, it is both difficult and risq to use the results obtained in such

random sample-like invest"igations in phylogenetic systematics.
will,

In my view, it therefore\~the near future, perha:ps, not be our most

important task to unaertaJ:re additio:nal investigations of the entire by'popygium

of individual species, as long as the chance availability of rare material

does not suggest such investigations. It would be at least as important to
....

consider individual, relative~ isolated structural and functional complexes

in comprehensive :fa~hion in as many species as possible of the Brachy'ce~a, the

Cyclorrhapha or even more restricted partial groups of the Diptera.

A conditionJ for the success of such investigations is that we know
I -

w~ch parts of t~e abdomen, which 'partial complexes of the postabdomen and,

-finally, which parts of thehypopygium. are relatively independent, and which

pro~lems in the morphology of. these parts are as yet unresolved and require .

urgent treatment, but can be resolved only ~y detailed, successive invest~ga--

tions of the species in question•

.......



--_..:. ..... '" ..._~-- _.~

Creation of these conditions and stimulation of corresponding investi~

gations are the main goals of the present paper, in which I, in connection

with certain problems relating to the Schizophora, will have to refer also to

my treatment of the Anthomyiidae (Hennig, 1976). I hope that the present paper

will square several deficiencies in my descriptions presented in the Handbuoh

der Zoologie (1973).

1. General aspects of the patterning of the abdomen

The abdomen of Lonchoptera lutea consists of three parts (Figure 1). The

first part embraces segments one to six, o~ which the two first ones are fUsed

with each other. The ":hf'th ring" (after De Meijere, 1906) corresponds to the

sixth abdominal segment (or tergite, respective~), as is demonstrRted by the

finding shOWing that it exhibits the sixth and last pair of stigmata of the

abdomen.

The second part embraces only a very narrow sclerite in the region of

the seventh and eighth abdominal segments; I have found no stigmata in that part.

The hypopygium (ninth and foliowing segments) makes up the third pArt.

Atrest, .the hypopygium is folded in toward ~he venter, so that its

ventral surface is in contact with the ventral surface of the prehypopygial

abdomen.

This segmentation of the abdomen of Lonchoptera into three parts does

not correspond to ~he usual differentiation between preabdomen (segments o~e

to five) and postabdomen (all following segments). Segmentation of this type

~to preabdomen and postabdomen does as yet not belong to the ground plan of

the Cyclorrhapha. However, the development of a distinct border between the

fifth segment and the sixth segment, no doubt, belongs to the modified ground

........
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~Spermapumpe "'h" / M31+42+43 \_ mtere

Hypardr.arme .,. Dorsal-
BrUcke

3

Figures 1 to' 4 - Lonchoptera, luteR PftNZER, male ...

Figure 1 - Terminal segments 9f'~-abdomen. The double-headed arrow indicates the
movements performed by the hypopygium: Transition from the functional attitude
to the resting position, end vice versa. Key: 1, Pr·ehyp. scler~te; 2, Bridge
( IstegI) of the epandrium.

Figure 2 .- Lateral view of the hypopygium. Dotted Area: Epandrium (bristles not
shown); area lef't white: Cerci. Key: 1, Bridge.

Figure 3 - Lateral vie,v of' the bypopygium. Dotted araa: Hypandrial complex,
sperm pump and ventral epandrial solerite (10. st.). The vertical brackets on
the margin indicate (for comparison wi tb. Figure 38) the hypandriel complex .
(til + 2") and the ...epandrial comp+ex (It 3") , respectively. Key: 1, Antenor .
ganapophyses (pregon.); 2, Sperm pump; 3, Posterior hypandrial arms; 4, Dorsal
bridge.

Figure 4 - Lateral view of the hypopygium. Dotted area: Hypandrial complex. 1IC:
Muscles of the cerci. Cf. in the text regarding an attempt to homologize muscles
M. 34 and M. 31 + 42 + 43 with the corresponding muscles of the Calyptratae.
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HJINNIC, HYPOl'YGIUM YON lONCHOPTERA

Die Herausbildu:ng der Grenze zwischen z\vei aufeinanderfolgenden Segment
komplexen des Abdomens scheint meist auf der Ventralseite zu beginnen. Ihre funk
tionelle Bedeutung hangt mit der Ruhestellung des Kopularionsapparates zusalnmen.
Diese ist aber im Grundplan der Cyclorrhapha anscheinend noch nicht genau fixiert.

Imrnerhin. hangen mit der Ruhestellung des Kopulationsapparates 2 abgeleitete
Grundplanmerkmale der Cyclorrhapha zusammen: die wie die Klinge eines Taschen
messers ventral eingeklappte Lage des Hypopygiurns, solange dieses nicht bei der
KopHlation in Funktion tritt, und die Circumversion des Hypopygiums.

Was die C ire u m v e r s ion anbetrifft, so habe ich meine friiheren .A.ngaben
iiber LOl1dtoptera (1958, p. 535) l1i,:ht iiberpriifr, cloch habe ich keine VeranlassungJ

I
t
I

I
I

Abb. 1-4. Loudtl'prcra 1J.ftca Panzer: O.._
Abb. 1: Endsegmente des Abdomens. Der Doppe1pfeil gibt die Bewegungen des Hypopygiums In:

bdm libergang .3US der Funktions· in Jie Ruh~stdlun~ und umgekt.:hrt.
Abb. :2: Latc:r:llansicht des Hypopygiums. Punktiert: Epandrium (Borstcll \Veggd~~5cn)t W~i13: C~rci.

Abb. 3; L~ter~IDnsichtdes Hypopygiums. Punkti.:rt: 'tlypnndrinlkomplex. Spern1Jpumpe und v,,~nrr,:lk~$

Epandri~lsklerit (t o. St). Die vcrtikalc:n J<lammcrn Jn1 link~J1 R~nd.: b~=~idln~l1 (=UI11 Vcr
gl-:idl mit Abb. 3~) d.en Hypandrialkoll1plex (,.. 1 ;- J.') und J~n Ep~lndrialkoJnpl~:< ( .. '; It).

Abb. 4: Latcralansicht des Hypopygiums. Punkticrt: Hypandriolkqrnplex. ~\c: t\tuskulJt1.lp d~r

C~rci. Ober den Verslich einer Homologist~rung cler l\1uskdn .\1 3"" lind J\,1 3 I + 41 + .. 3
mit entsprcchcnd bc:eh.ilneten Musketn dcr Cnlyptrut~e si~hc den T~xt.

1

c

5

M31+42+43'
hintere . 0' I

f - orsa -
Hypandr.arme BrUcke

M 31+42+43

3

4

I
f
f
(

. r
!
~
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plan (autapomorphisms) of different monophyletic partial groups of the Cyc

lorrbapha. Unfortunately, no detailed investigations are as yet available with

regard to the extent to which convergences or synapomorphisms .are involved in

these instances.

The development of the border between WO c011secutive segmental complexes

of the abdomen appears to start ~sually on the ventral side. Its functional

signific~ce is associated with the resting position of the copulatory appara-

tuS. However, th~t position apparently is not yet fixed in exact fashion in

the ground pl8}l o.f the Cyclorrhapha.

In any case, however, two modified gro1l..lJ.d-plan features of the Cyclorrhapha

are associated with the resting position of the copulatory appaX'atus: The 10-

cation of the bypopygium of t]'~<2P:Y:be±um snapped shut ventralJ..y like a jack

knife (as long as the hypopygium is not functioning during oopulation), and

the circumversion of the hypopygium.

Witb. regard to this circumversibn, I have n<?t re":'examined my previous

data on Lonchoptera (1958, page 535); ~owever, I see no reasons fo~ doubting

their correctness. According to. Griffiths' (l972, 55) convincing description,

the h.:fpopyg.eal circumversion of the Cyclorrhapba. has evolved from a hypopygeal

inversion. This transfozwmation could be ~Jq>lained on the basis of copulation

in opposed position of the partners (as in Figure 125 - ~, in Hennig, 197)(,

after Richards). The assumption that this would be u a consequence of the tran-

sition ~~m copul~~on during flight to- mati.11gon the substrate" (fIennig, 1973,

205) is not required, since Kessel has observed copulation in opposed position

of the sexes and wi th inverted hypopygi~ during flight also in Platypezidae

(Griffiths, 1972, 55),



, The development of complete circ1lHlversion of the bypopygium. wo~d, in

accordance with Grif":fi ths' convincing conclusion, also not be a consequence

of a. modification or the copulatory position of the sexes, but would be ex-

plained as follows: During transition into the resting position following cq-

pulation, the inversion of t~e hypopygium is abolished not by back rotation

of 180 degrees, but by further rota tion of 180 degrees.

Hitherto, i..t is known only in a few Plavpezidae that the circumversion

of: the hypopygium present during rest is partially abolished during copulation

by back rotation or 180 degrees. All evidence available indicates that that

The fact that a strongly 'reduced "prehypopyge~l s94._er1t~_i~_._present'in

had been "propagated over several generations in the laboratory." Unfortuna-

tely, that author has provided no da.ta' at all on copulation. However, it is

.:_.'1...' ..:....

-.. ;-"..

the,- Platypezi.dae.

, ~

LonchoEtera be~een the sixth tergite and the hyPOpygium (ninth segment) is

case of the Cyclorrhapha With permanent hypopygj.um c~cumversum. Possibly,

this is ~alid fo'r' all Cyclorrhapha with ~e exception of the Platypezidae. Un-
"

for.tunately, no observations-are available on these aspects.

In the case of the oise~l..Lonchoptera lutes PANZ., Baud \1973) has

~.
reported, as in the case of the parthog~netich furcata FALIEN , that they·

the permanent circumversion of the hypopygi~ retained also during copulation.

The assumption that the development of the hypopygium circumversum must have

been associated with a modification of the copulatory position (Umale on top

, '

represents in the CyclorrhaPha the" relative~ plesiomqrphic state compared to

of the female," in correspondence with Figure· 125 &- 1, in Hennig, 1973, after

Richards, but with c~rcumverted hypopygiu:ID.) would then be valid only in the

highly improbable that the Lonchopteri~ae copulate during flight, and that a

"(partial) back rotation of the hypopygium takes place during copulation as in
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of some interest (Figure 1). On the ventral side, no additional. sternite can

be discerned past the well developed four~h on~. That state probably is 8S80-'

ciated wi th the resting position o:f the hypopygiUm, the ventral surface of which

then rests on the ventral surface of abdomina1 segments five to eight. An in-

folding of the ventral surface of these segments or of some of these segments

into a "genital cavity:' as is characteristic f'or Calliphora and other Schizo-

phora, apparent~ has taken ,place in Lonchoptera just as little as in the other

relative~ primitive Cyclorrhapha. That'ihfolding, thus~ does not belong to

the ground plan of this group.

The absenceo~ the seventh pair of stigmata probably is an autapomorphic

,characteristic of the Lonchopteridae just like the reduction of sternites five

to eight.

A normal sixth sternite is present in,the Pla~pezidae (Griffiths, 1972,

Figur,~ 10) and, thU~, in the ground plan of the Cyclorrhapha~ The tergites and

sternites of the seventh' and eighth segments are somewhat re'duced, but likewise

are 'free and separate. In ·the case or the eighth segment, Griffiths, to ~e sure,

has described the tergite a~'sternite and~ versa. The' reasons, that have

led me to reject -that sugges~ion and to conclude that no inversion of the ter..;.· ..
.

. ....- ..
gites and s~ernites.·has taken place also. in the case of the eighth segment of;,,~

--- .--. - . ., ~. . . ----"-" .~ .

• 'a ..-:' ••••

the Cyclorrhapha, have, been outlined in detail in my description of the Antho~.··

'. s. --~ . , ('~v--t- ~ ~1~'V..~-,,_t""""'~ -..w---\ ~~ ,c,v'"t.,~

Il\Yi1d.ae (Hemii.g, J.976, XV - XVI). '1~ '8 ~rsJ-l~ ~~c:.-D"'h- ,11'1\.f. ~itr~

. ~_. . '. ~,~~Jt1 F"rJ~ ~a./-1~) -:::/i'1.cft'.·:·· .

.... The s~venth pair of stigmata and ~e independent sternites six and seven

are still present also in manySchizophora. On the other hand, ita'ppe8rs-~ve;--::

doubtful to me whether.an independent eighth sternite and an independent seven~
. r

tergite are pres~t in SDYfamily of the Cyclorrhapba, with the exception: of '._'

the Platypezidae. In II\Yview, we 'should retain the l:i~'~thee1S·tbat-in'a:Ll

0° .. \ _:"0 .' "'?;:'.':'

, ,., -'. ' ,.::.-k;;ill
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J

the eighth tergite ar,e alway.~ fused (7. + 8. syntergite), and abandon that ,/
,.'

conclusion only once it can be rejected wi.th certainty. The seventh sternite

can still be demonstrated in some Schizophora; this, however, reduced or fused

with other elements of the postabdomen. The fact that the "basal ring" of the

Calyptratae, hitherto interpreted wi thout hesitation as nsixth sternite;' ~ses

--according to Emmert's studies--in ontogenetical terms from elements of the

sixth and seventh sternites, while other parts of the seventh sternite are as-

sociated With the 7. + 8. syntergite (cf. Hennig, 1976) demonstrates how diffi-

"' ' cult i t is to offer defini te interpretations in this area. For that reason, I

am rather 'sceptical with regard to several interpretations offered by Gri~fiths

~_.- in certain acalyptraie families regarding the sclerites found in the region

of the sixth to eighth segments. In any case, this particular segmentRl complex

represents one of the parts of the abdomen, which would both justi~ and re-
. .

quire independent comparative investigations in as many species as possible.

These investigations would also have to establish, first, the monophyletic

partial group of the Cyclorrb~pha for which the articulation between sclerites

of the seventh segment present only on the left side of the body (c~. Hennig,

1976) is characteristic and, secondly, the Cyclorrhapha, in which this articu-

. lation is still primarily absent, as in the Lonchopteridae and Plat:fpezidae.

2. The hyPopygium and its relatively independent partial structures

.Comparison of' the lateral views of the hypopygium of different Brachyc~ra

shows that we are able in the most primi tive forms (for instance, in Rhagio

scolopaceus, Figure 38), which in this particular respect would hardly deviate

from the ground plan of the whol'e group, to distinguish structures, which are

located in three horizontal planes one on top of the other: The two-segmented
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parameres (= "gonopods") are located in the middle Jllane; the epandrial com

plex is located in the direction of the dorsum; ahd the hypandrium (ninth

sternite) is ioeated in the direction of the venter. In the Empidiformia ~nd

in the Cyclorrhapha, on the other hand, we distinguish only two planes (Figur

es 3, '18, and 30). The structures associated with these planes (and this also

in Lonchoptera, Figure 3) will be referred to in the present paper as the

bypandrial complex and the epandrial complex, respectively.

An important question in the morphology of the hypOpygiUlIl of the Empidi

f'onnia and Cyclorrhapha is the one after the :fate of the parameres originally

located in the middle plane (Plane 2 in Figure 38). They 'could have

(1) disappeared ~ompletely, or

(2) become part of the epandrial complex, or

(3) become part of the hypandrial oomplex.

Only the notions presented under (2) and (3) have their supporters. The

latter on~ is ,supported already by the fact that fusion of the ninth ste:rn.ite

·with the basal segments of the parameres (the ttbasimereslt
) can be d~onstrated

:frequently in the Brachycera (and even in the ~r~matocera) and, without dOUbt,

has ,taken place in several instances by means of convergence. In contrast to 6

Grifiiths, I hold the view that. the same process has taken place also in the

~pidiformia and the Cyclorrhapha•. This assumption ~s based 'on the finding show

ing that the structures (sk~leton and muscles) of the epandrial complex of

these two groups can be identi:fied with the structures of the epandrial com-

plex of the relatively primi tive Brachy'cera (for e~mple, Rhagio). On the other

hand, the structure~ (skeleton and muscles) of the h;rpandrium of the Cyclorrha-

pbs and the Empidiformia--structures closely associated with the phallic ap

paratus-can be identified with structures of the ninth sternite, the parameres

and the phallic apparatus of relatively primitive Brachycera (for instance,

Rhagio).
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3. The epandrial complex

In Lonchoptera, the epandrium exhibits the trough-like shape character

istic for' all Cyclorrhapha. In the ground plan of the Brachyce:ra, the ventral

wall of the epandrial complex is flat and not distin.ctly depressed in trough

like fashion (Figure 38). It is not known whether the depression in the ven-

tral wall belongs to the modified ground-plan characteristics of the Cyclorrhapha

., or of a superordinate group (Eremoneura ?). This depression, perhaps, is asso

ciated vdtb. the development of the sursty11; however, ~t is retained also in

cases where the la~ter are reduced, as in Lonchoptera.

In the Cyclorrhapha ~including Lonchoptera) and in the EmpidiforT:Dia, there

exists no evidence indicating ttat, apart from the ninth tergite, any other

(tenth 'or eleventh) tergite is involved in the construction of the dorsal wall

of the epandrial complex. In both grou.ps (including Loncll0ptera), the cerci

follow right after the. ninth- ter.gite. As is demonst:rated in a figure. presented

by Griffiths (1972, Figure 5, Rhagio species), the ground plan. of the Brachy-

cera, however, exhibits a well- developed tenth tergite follOWing the ninth one.

I consider it to be poss~ble that, in the Empidiformia and OyclorrhaPha,, ~

the tenthtergite is split into two parts (siinilar to the ~inth tergite in many.

Empidiformia and Aslli:formia), and that these two parts are attachEld in flexi-

. ble fashion to the ninth t~rgite as outer walls of the sur-styli (attached in

solid fashion only in modified forms). In that case, attachment of the two
. A~

de~Vatiyes :Ji6 the' tenth tergite to the ninth tergite would represent a syn~
. "tt'1... ~. ~ J. L. - ~ I _'" )

'.' _ ,pv~ ..Q,V'L~v;\'V\ Jt"-.. wJ.L
apomorphic character of the Empidiformia and the Cyclorrhapha. -rl1AM\~:l;;.;/I P~~~) -.1t.M.<i\

. However, it oould be that ~he splitting .of' the tenth tergite into two
.. ,

parts belongs already to the modified ground-plan characteristics of a super-

ordinate group, which embraces, apart f~om the Empidiformia arid.. '·the Oyclorrhapha,

alsq the Asiliformia. This question should be elucidated (cf. '~p'.'. 49 in this regard)
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Griffiths (1972) and Ulrich (1972) have interpreted the surstyli of the

Qyclor~hapha and the Empidiformia as telomeres. I shall demonstrate further be

low (page 16) w1:Jy I excluqe that interpretation. In my view, it :LS even posai-

ble to enumerate aspects, that have led to the development of the surstyli

(page 48).

A piece of significant supportive evidence for my interpretation of the

surstyli is found in the comparative consideration of the scl~rite, which in

all Brachycera is located in the ventral wall of the epandrial complex. In my

view, the existence of this _sclerite can be followed from the ground pla.n of

the Brachycera to that of the Schizopb;ora.

That structure is known under different names in the different families

of the Brachycera: nVentra·l lamella of the proctiger" (Karl, 1959, in Asilidae),

Itventral proctigeral s~leriten or "second ventral proctigeral sclerite fl (Ulrich,

1972 ,in variOtlS Empididae), and "intraparameral' scleriten (Grifiiths, 1972,
. ."

in qyclorrhapha).

In my view , it is prac-bically certain that this particular scl~rite- 1

which will be referred to as nv:.~ntral epandrial sclenten in the present paper

--must be interpreted as tenth sternite, as has been suggested also by J.F.

~lcAlpine (1967) in the case of Ironomyia. The ques-ti0:r;t "Wh~er there exists

occasionally (and in the ground plan of the Brachycera) an .eleventh stern!teo'

(as has been suggested, for instance, by Mc.~lpine in the case of Ironomyia)

after that tenth sternite is of second~ importance. I consider it to be more

probable in these cases that a secondary division o~ the ventral epandrial

sclerite·has taken place, like that· sclerite can be split also in the longi

tudinal direction. In any case, Rhagio scolopaceus (Figure 42) exhibits only

an uniform and also uniformly haired scler~te of that type. In PIAtypezina
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connexa. BOH. (Figure 21), the ventral epandrial seIer!.te also is uni:form. How-'

ever, in the latter s];)ecies, we find that a hairy and bristly, tongue-shaped

posterior sector is separated, due to lateral indentations and,a--perhaps
.

ante~o~'Jsomewhat more \veakly-sclerotized stripe, :from the more extensive \hairless

sector or this sclerite, which passes into the in'terior wall of the surstyli.

In Atelestus ptllicarius (Empididae, Figure 26)', we :find that a small hairy dis-

tal ·sclerite is separated in distinct :fashion from the large, hairless proximal

sclerite.

The question whether, in the Brachycera and, in particular, in the Cyclo-

rihapha,·the ventral epandr1al sclerite should be interpreted exclusively as.
tenth sterI'.i t"e, or Whether, in their cases, the ele:venth sternite participates

in its construction belongs to those questions, whose resolution requires spe-
cial detailed comparative investigations.

The descriptive term n~traparameral sclerite lt (Gri:f:fiths) must be rejected
,

,

in any ~ase, since it is based on the erroneous assumption tha·t, in the Gyclo-·
7J c~c f oJ;srrhapha, the 'basal se~ents (ubasimeres lt

) of the para-meres are fused wi'th eaeh

other, and together form the epandrium. Within the tramework of that notion,
. "l-~.

it is, .in fac't; consistent when Griffiths rejects the interpretation as tenth

sterriite. However, the ventral epandrial sclerite of primitive Brachycera with
C~'i""""~"J-';"'~

,d:istinct, separate p~aineres (for instance, Rhagio, Figures 38 to 41) exhibits

unequivocal spatial relatio~ship~ to a sclerotized bridge, whiCh is located in

, the proximal dorsal waJ.;L of the phallic apparatus, and connects the dorsal walls

. ~ ,of tlle basimeres VIith each other. Similar spatial (or situati-onal) relationships' ...
c~· be demonstrated also for the ventral ePandrial"-sclerite of--thEi--Cyclorrbapha

(cf. page 15), and, for that reason, this is one of ~he strongest' supports of.
-, the assumption that the basimeres, in ~e Empidiformia 'and in the Cyclorrhapha 9

belong to ,the h;)rpa.ndrial complex and not to the epandr;Lal complex~"~:~_~
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The Empidi~ormia and the Pla~pezidae investigated by me differ from

Rhagio scolopaceus in two respects: In that species, the ventral epandrial

sclerite is located freely in the ventral w~ll of the epandrial complex (Figu

re 44). In the Empididae, the :?latypezidae and, probably, in the ground plan

o~ the Empidiformia and the Cyclorrhapha, that soleri te articulates wi th the

afore-mentioned sclerotized bridge, which turns the hypandrial complex

dorsally into a completely closed ~ing. In that ring, the phallic apparatus

is suspended in mobile fashion (Figures 20, 23, 28, and 37).

In the Empidiformia and the Cyclorrhapha, the lateral edges of the ven

tral epandrial solerit~ continue into the inner wall of' the sursty1i (Figures 15,

21, '25, 26, and 33).

Both characteristics may, perhaps, be regarded as synapomorphisms of the

two afore-men.tioned groups; this suggestion, however, must still be confirmed

by extensive comparative investigations.

In many Schizophora--L~ particular, Ca1yptratae (cf. Hennig, 1976)--

the ventral epandrial aclerite is split into two lateral rods (processus longi

or bacilliformes). They serve there as connecting rods in the transmission of

movements of the hypandrium to the surstyli. By the way, in certain Asilidae,

the ventral epandrial solerite, according to Karl (1959), is membra~ous at the'

center, and is sclerotized only on the sides.

l~ the suratyli are really to be interpreted as derivatives of the tenth

segment, we would be permitted to assume that, relatively primitive forms, would·

exhibit a membranous zone between the ventral ·epandrial sc1erite (tenth ster-

nite) and the sur8tyli ( derivatives of the tenth tergite ). A narrow membranous

zone or a membranous articulatioJ1 actually is present in Syrpnidae end in cer

tain Calyptratae between the ventral epandrial sclerite or its derivatives (the
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. Figures 5 to 8 - Lonchoptera species, males, bypopygium.

Figure 5 - Ventral view of the hypopygium of Lonchoptera tristis MEIGEH ~ Dotted
areas: Hypandrial complex, ventral epandrinl sclerite (10. st.) and phallic ap
paratus. Aedeagus removed (the arrow only indicates its location). Bristle of
the Uanterior gonapophyses t1 only indicated. UPosterior gonapopbyses" (telomeres 1)
removed; only their proximal articulations and the outline of their distal.por
tions (dotted outline) are ind~cated. ·Key: 1, Posterior gonapophyses; 2, Anter
ior gonapopbyses; 3, Bridge.

Figure 6 - Ventral view of the hypopygium of Lonchoptera lutea PANZER. Dotted
areas: Hypandrial complex and phallic apparatus. In the case of the p~llapodeme,

the ventral median edge is shown in heavy blaclr; the phallapodeme proper is shovvn
hatched (cf. Figure 13 in this connection). Cf. in the text regRrding i;nterp~e- ' ..
tatio~ o~ muscles ~. ~4, M. 40 and M. 41. Key: 1, Anterior gonapophyses •

. Figure 7 - Lonchoptera lutes PANZER. Ventral view of the epandrial complex fol-
, loWing removal of both the h;ypandrial complex and the phallic appAratus (only
the clasp, on which muscles M. 31 + 42 + 43 are probably inserted, is shown; cf.
in the text in this connection). Me: Muscles of the cerci. Dotted areas: Ven-
tra1 epandrial sclerite (10. st.) and sperm pump. Key: 1, Bridge; 2, Sperm pump. . .

Figure 8 - Lonchoptera lutea PANZER. Dorsal view of the hypAndriRl complex And
_-t> .&.'1... __1-_" -= ..... __ -4~ .. _ ('1..(> .; -. 4-~ ..... ~__• -p __ .: _+ ..&..- ...& ~ _,,...,,, .......~ "'If ~k _ ~a



cated rather there where the smooth inner wRll of the s'Urstyli passes into the

of several Calyptratae actually indicates the original border betvleen the ten'tn

son, it is doub·tful whether the membranous articulation of the Syrphidae and
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the Cyclorrbapha, and is as yet not present, for instance, in the Platypezidae.

branous articulation between the proximal inner wall of the surstyli and the

processus longi) and the inner wall of the surstyli (of. Hennig, 1976, figures

rite passes without suture into the inner wRll of the surstyli. For that rea-

in the text). However , it is also certain that t such a membranous zone or mem-

I1processus longi" are then attached Wi thout suture to the inner wall of the

dee, the membranous articulation has been lost in secondary fashion,. and the

sternite and the derivatives of the tenth tergite. Perhaps, that border is 10-

branous articulation does not occur in certain Empididae (Figure 26) and Pla

typezidae (Figures 15, 21, and 25). In these cases, the ventral epandrial scle-

ventral epandrial sclerite or its derivatives arose as new formation on~ within

hairy outer wall. I have assumed (Hermig, 1976) that the afore-mentioned mem-

comparative ~ve3tigations. In any case, it is certain that, in many Anthomyii-

This is an additional,question of importanoe also for the phylogenetic system

of the Cyclorrhapha, which can be elucidated only on the basis of extensive

surstyli (cf•.Hennig, 1976).

~ Surstyli are missing in Lonchoptera. The ventral epandrial sclerite is

differently developed in the different species. In ~ lutea (Figure 7), its

lateral margins are elongated in clasp-like fashion, and bent ventralward on

~..B,~~---------.._.

the inner wall of the epandrium.. In ~ tristis (Figure 6); that ,is not the CAse.

~n h lutea, we also find that the connection between the ventral epandrial

sclerite and. the sclerotized bridge connecting the bJrpandrial arms is still

.. "adequately distinct. In h tristia, they are widely separated. It' the close l'

connection between the ventral epandrial sclerite and the dorsal border of

.-;; ..
.& .'



the hypandrial complex. in the Eremoneura is associated Wi"t.~ the transmission

of movements of the by'pandrial oomplex to the surstyli (cf. page 9), then we

would perhaps be permitted to assume that the isolation of the ventral epandriel

selerite in the Lonchopteridae is associated witb. the loss of the surstyli. L.

tristis would then be much more strongly modified in that respect than h lutea.

In the latter species (lutea), the ventral epandrial ~clerite, by the way, is

constructed in rather comple~ fashion, and is broken by a membranous window.

That apparently is associated wi th the fact that the proximal portion of the

sclerite is arrmlged in a strongly vertical mRnner (Figure 3), arld this, in

~, is probably a consequence of the fact that, in the Lonchopteridae, the
hypandrium i~ lo\vered deeply into the epandrial trough.

The strongly modified ~eatures of the Lonchopteridae, thus, can be readily
understood• .A t the same time, however, it becomes clear that the deviations

from the ground plan of the Cyclorrhapha in the different species of this f~ly

have led to highly different developments of individual structures1 which hi-

therto has not been adequately noted. Perhaps, there exist Lonchoptera species,

which deviate even less from the ground plan at the Cyclorrhaph~ than·luteA

and tristis.

If the epandrial complex of the Cyclorrhapha is homologous witlJ, that of

more primitive Brachycera (for instance, Rhagio )-as I do assume----it should

also be possible t~ homologize the respective muscles.

The lID.lscular apparatus o:f the epandrial complex and of the cerci is very.·

simple in Lonchoptera lutea (Figures 4, 6, and 7). It conisists of three pairs
of muscles:

One group of muscle fibers (M. C) proceeds from the outer "Tall of the cerci

to the clasp-like bent lateral processes of the ventral epandrial sclerite •

.....
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The fibers of' the second pair of muscles (lii. 34) arise, very Widely spread,

on the two lateral walls of the epandrium. They converge strongly in the for
ward direction, and tnsert on the proXimal lateral and lower margins of the

hypandrium..

A third pair o~ muscles (Mm. 31 + 42 + 43) arises--also rather wide~

spread--on the proximal dorsal wall of the epandrium, on both sides of the median
line. The fibers of· this pair of muscles also converge strongly toward the back.

They insert on the lateral parts of a sclerital clasp, which is located behL~d

the base of the aedeagus. It is probable tha.t the two muscles of this pair func

tion as ffiltagonists of the .second pair of muscles mentioned above (M. 34): While
that pais pulls the proximal end or the hypandrial complex in the dorsal direc

tion, i.e. into the interior of the epandrial trough, so that the entire dis-

tal part of the hypandrial complex wi tb. the phallic apparatus is folded out

ventrally, we find. tha~ only the third. pair of muscles (:Mm. 31 + 42 + 43) is

able to retarn the hypandrial complex into its.resting position.

Identification of the muscles of the epandrial complex of Lonchoptera (Fi
gure~ 4, 6, and 7) wi th muscles "of the Rhagionidae (Figures 38 to 44), Empidi

formia (Ulrich, 1972; 1974) and Schizophora (Salzer, 1968; H·ennig, 1976) is

possible only with great reservations. In Figures 3 to 8~ the muscles have' been

given the names of those muscles of Calliphora (Salzer, 1968), Delia and Fuce

1118.(Hennig, 1976), with which they might be ho.mologous. Strict demonstration

coul~ be made only by comparative investigations of numerous other Brachycera.

I consider it to be highly' probable that mu~cle FiI. 30 (Figure 42, Rhagio)

is missing in Lonchoptera. If the muscles described as such in Rhagio and in

the Calyptratae should actually turn out to be homologous, we would be forced

to asgume that a loss of the corresponding muscle has oocurred in Lonchoptera. 11
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It w~d, therefore, be particularly interesting to know whether this muscle

occurs in the Pla~Jpezidae, and whether that family also in this respect exhi-

bits a more primitive character than the Lonchopteridae.

Among the muscles described by Ulrich (1972; 1974) in Empidiformia, I have

been able to identify none with Lvi. 30, since such a muscle would have to pro-

ceed :from the dorsal wall of the epandrial complex to the membrane on both sides

of the anal opening. At this point I should stress that the muscle, which I

-have described as M~ 30, arises in Rhagio in the region of the tenth segment

(ter~te), but in the Calyptratae arises on the ninth tergite. I do not regard

this discrepancy as representing a determinant re~son against homologization

o~ these two muscles. If', in the Cyclorrhapha, the elements of the ninth and

tenth segments together with the cerci have been inte~ated into a uniform

structure, I suggest tha"'t a shift of the or;i.gin of the dorsal muscle 11. 30 from .

" .
-the region of the tenth tergite.to that of the ninth tergite cannot have been

associated with particular' .difficuities. However, I must stress once again that

this hypothesis must still be v"erified by numerous comparative investigations.

The identification of the muscl~s inserting on the cerci creates great

di:fficulties. Of the two muscles, which insert on the cerci of the Calyptratae

(Callipll0ra and Anthomy-iidae) (viz. rvI. 45 and M. 44) , it appears that none can

be identified with one of the muscles described in Rhagio, in the Em.pidifo~a

or in Lonchoptera. The transverse muscle :rll. 45, perhaps, is a new formation of'

the Calyptratae or the Schizophora, and 'would be derived from a muscle of the

proctodaeum. The muscle M. 44 arises on the ninth tergite. (dorsal wall of the

epandrium). Such a muscle can be demonstrated neither in Lonchoptera nor in

Rhagio, and also is not known in the Empidi:formia. In Lonchoptera lutea (Figur

es 4 and 7: M. C.), there exists only one group of muscle fibers proceeding



from the outer wall of the cerci to the ventralward b~nt lateral clasps Of the

'ventral epandrial sclerite. These muscle fibers apparently are somewhat variable,

since a male collected on Corfu exhibited a greater number· o~ fibers distributed

more widely over the outer surface of the cerci th:an did the ~les c'ollected

in southern France (Oloron). It cannot be excluded that this muscle should

be identified with ~he single muscle inserting in Rhagio on the cerci (Figure 42).

In ~e Empidi~ormia, Uirich (1972; 1974) has de~cribed two muscles (M. 8 and M. 9),

which in that case connect the cerci with the ventral epandrial scleritee A

muscle exhibiting a comparable course does not exist in Calliphora or in the

An~omyiidae. Future investigat~ons should give consideration to the fact that

there exist unanswered questions in the interpretation of the cerci of several

Empididae. The same is valid in the case of the Asilidae, which should also be

given consideration in such investigations (of. pRge 49).

With regard to th~ differences of opinio~ regarding the interpretation of

-the epandrium, it is perhaps superfluous to stress that neither Rhagio nor the

Asi1idae exhibit a muscle connecting the basimeres with the cerci (or with the

proctiger on the whole).

Elucidation of the origin of the muscle M. 44 of the Calliphoridae and

the Anthomyiidae appears to me to be one of the most important tasks of future

investigations. The possibility that this muscle, too, belongs to the muscle

.group to be discussed next must be given consideration, elthough it appears to

be rather improbable at the present time.

In connection with the understanding of the hypopygium of the CyclorrhApha,

I would like to ascribe great importance to a muscle, Which, in RhAgiO, connects 12

the ninth tergite with the ventral epandrial sclerite (tenth sternite) (M. ;1 +

M. 42 +M. 43, in Figure 42). I believe it is possible thAt this muscle is

~-..;.:.,;.;..-'._-'-----~._~,::--..:._._---_._.~,,·:t'"'
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sition.

bypandrium wi th the phallic apparatus into the resting posinon-cannot be per-

That notion can be rather readily accepted, and this, in particularf since the
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cribed to that muscle in Lonchop"terA-viz. to return the distal end or the

is actually homologous with the muscle described in that fashion in Rhagio

(Figure· 42), we would have to assume also a change in :function. The task as-

In Lonchoptera lutea (Fi~es 3, 4, and 7), there is only one muscle

present, that .could be compared \Ii th the one just mentioned in Rhagio. In that

posterior part of the ventral epandrial sclerite or this species also is not

case, to ,be sure, we would have to assume that the sclerital clasp, on wlrlch

that muscle inserts in LonchopterR lutea (Figure 7), has been split off fI-om

A d~ferent change in function would have to be assumed in the Schizopho

ra (or Calyptrtae, respectively), if my assumption (Hennig, 1976) is correc·t

formed by that muscle in Rhagio. In. the latter. form, this muscle can only pull

the ventral epandrial sclerite (lOth sternite) forward~ and stabilize its po-

styli. In' order to obtain complete elucidation regarding their origm, inves

tigations of the Platypezidae and the Syrphidae would be urgently' desired. It

the ventral epandrial sclerite, and is associated with the hypandr1al complex.
. .' .

u:ni:form, but is broken by a membranous window (of. page 10).

The probable function of 'the muscle in question in Lonchoptera (as anta

gonist of muscl~ M. 34) has already been mentioned (page 10). If t~t muscle

~ that the muscles I~. 31, 1i. 42 and ~I. 43 of the Calyptratae have evolved

from the originally (and still in Rhagio and Loncho'Otera) uniform muscle. In

~e Calyptratae, the atore-mentioned muscles serve in the movement of the sur-

a muscle is present also in Rhagio or Lonchoptera.

is, perhaps, of some interest that Ulrich (lq72) h~~ hppn ~h'~ ~n ~pmnnq~~a+o

homologous (in series) ¥dth a muscle (M. 37), which cormects in the Calyptra

~ae the eighth tergi te with the ninth sternitee I have not checked whether SUch

_ ..,.,~.~__----_._- ••• -.1 ..
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in the Empididae, only one muscle (JIM. 4"), which moved the surstyli ("telo
meres, n a~cording to his interpretation).

In the :finding showing that, in several SciP-zophora (and, by the- way, also
in certain Empididae), the, or several, nmoto~" muscles of the surstyli in-

sert on their base (and not, ~s in other ones, on the precessus longi) , Griffiths
(1972, 35) sees a support tor his assumption that the surstyli are homologous
to' the "telomeres," and that the epandrial trough corresponds to the fused ba
simeres. However, in IFucellia tergina ZETT. (Anthomyiidae), it can be demon

strated (~f. He~g, 1976) that the ins~rtion of a muscle on the inner wall of
the surstyli represents a strongly modified sta tee That probably is valid also
in other cases.

Finally, the muscles connecting the epandrial complex with the hypandrial
complex are also very important for understanding the function of the ~opy

gium of the Cyclorrhapha and also for its morphological interpretation.

In Rhagio, scolopaceus, the epandrium is connected with the dorsal wall

of the basimeres by means of two pairs of muscles (M. 34a and M. 34b, in Figu
re 44) arising on the ninth tergite. The region on which lYl. 34a inserts is

clearly distinguishe~ from. its sarroundings in all orthorrhaphan Brachycera

lmown to me (for instance, Figures 41, 46, and 48). For that reason~ it must

be assumed that this muscle is present in all these cases, and belongs to the

ground plan of the Brachycera. That, perhaps, is valid also in the case of
the much weaker muscle M. 34b, since the process (basimeral apodeme, gonocoxi~

tal apodeme), on which that muscle inserts, is present in the majori~ of or
thorrhaphan Brachycera.

I consider it to be highly probable that the sole muscle Which, in Loncho- 13
ptera lutea (M. 34, in Figures 4 and 6), in the (or in the majority of the)
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Scbizophora (M. 34, in Salzer, 1968, and Hennig, 1976), but also ~n the Empi

diformia (I'Iluscle 3, in Ulrich, 1972), connects the epandrium (ninth tergite)

with the hypandrium is homologous with one of these two muscles (M. 34a or Ivl.

34b) of Rhagio or with both of them. That assumption, however, leads to the

unescapable conclusion that, in the Empidiformia and the O1clorrhapha, the

basimeres and the ninth sternite are fused with each other, i.e. that the "hy-

pandriumrt represents a compl~x structure constructed of the afore-mentioned

elements. That is underlmed, among other things, by the fact (cf. page 40)

that, inAteles~s (~1npididae, Figure 28), one basimernl apodeme is so unmis-

takably developed as in no other species of the orthorrhaphan Brachycera.

The question, which one of the two muscles of Rhagio (r·:1. 34a or I\1. 34b)

is homologous vii.th the single muscle rJI:. 34 of the Lonchopteridae or the Scbi

zophora (and, perhaps, with M. B. of the E'mpidiformia), 'can not be answered

for the time being.

In Lonchoptera, this muscle can only have the fUnction of snapping out

the distal end with the phallic apparatus, by pulling down the pro.ximal end

of the hypandrium. In the Calyptra tae, co~traction of this muscle resuJ.ts in

erection of the surstyli or of the entire appendage complex of the epandrium

consisting of the surstyli and the cerci •. The movement of the hypandrium (elon

gated in the proximal direction), which is connected with the epandrium by means

of an articulation, in which it rotates, is transmitted to the surstyli by way

o~ the posterior bypandrial arms and the processus longi arising from the

ventral epandrial sclerite. This is a highly interesting and highly specialized

(modified) motor mechanism., in which articulations :md individual selerites

interact, which structures 'are not yet present in the ground plan of the O1c10-

rrhapha. For that reason, it would be highly interesting to investigate this

entire complex in as many f1Aschiza" and Acalyptratae as possible in a comparative
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manner. In ,that connection, we would have to establish, above all, for which

monophyletic partial group of the ~chizopho'ra the proximal e~ongation o~ the

hypandrium and the rotatory articulation between the latter structure and the

anterior epandrial arms are characteristic. Such an articulation is present

neither in the Lonchopteridae nor in the Platype.zidae, and in these :families

we also find that the hypandrium is ~ot distinctly elongated over the proximal

'margin of the epandrium. Contraction of muscle M. 34, thus, cannot bring about

the rotatory movement of the hypandrium so characteristic, for instance, for

the Calliphoridae and the Anthomyiidae.

On the basis of the direction or pull of muscle 1'1. 34 in the Empidiformia,

Lonchopteridae and Ca~tratae, one might think of identifying it With muscle

M. 34b of Rhagio. In the,Calyptratae, the origin of muscle M. 34 is located

at the proximal margin of the epandrium, similar to the origin of muscle 1'/1. 34b

in Rbagio. However, in Lonchoptera lutea, the fibers of muscle t1. ;4 arise on

the entire lateral wall of the epandrium, as is the case also, by the way, in

the :Empidiformia described by Ulrich. 'r consider i t to be possible that, in the

Cyclorrhapha, the, fibers of the two muscles M. 34b and !.1. 34a have become unit

ed to form a uniform muscle. This particular question could be resolved only

on the basis of numerous individual comparative investigations.

4. The hypandrial complex

·In Lonchoptera as in other Cyclorrhapha and Empidiformia, the hypandri~

rests like a cover on the epandrial trough (FigUre~ 3 to 6,18,19, 24,.snd 30).

Its lateral parts are lowered more or less deeply into the interior of that

trough. In certain Empidiformia and Cyclorrhapha (for instance, Opetia, Figu

re 18; Phoridae, etc.), the hypandrium is very strongly arche~ E\nd sclerotized;

14
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in other forms (including 1onchopte~a), it is feebly convex•. At the center,

the hypandrium ~f Lonchoptera is Widely membranous (Figure 6). The more strong

ly sc~erotized lateral parts are only proximally co~~ected by a narrow, just

as strongly sclerotized b~idge·(n~tegtl)_

In Lonchoptera, the lateral walls of the hy"pandrium are elongated into

two pairs of .processes. The two ventral processes end freely. De Meijere ~d

subsequent autJ;1ors have described these 'processes as '''anterior gonapophyses."

The two dorsal processes, which I shall describe in the present paper as npost-

erior hypandrial arms, n penetrate d'eeply into the interior of the epanq.rial

trough. At the distal end, they are interconnected by means of a very complex

sclerital bridge (Figures 9 and 10). By means of the posterior hypandrial arms

and the sclerital bridge, whioh connects them on the dorsal side in the in-

tenor of the epandrial trough, the hy"pandrium becomes a closed skeletal ring,

within which the phallic apparatus is suspended.

Once again, the relatively primitive J3racbycera, which still exhibit free,

two-segmented parameres, are of decisive importance for the p~oper interpre
1

tation of' these conditions. In ~agio scolopaceus , in which the-otherwise

free--ninth sternite is connected only proximally wi~~ the two b~simeres by

means of e narrow sclerotized bridge (Figure 38), we tind that the dorsal wall

of the basimeres is elongated on the inner margin into a long process (basimer

a1 ap~deme, in. Figure 41), which, 'on the side, is separated from the rest of

tbe dorsal wall by a deep indentation. The two basimeral a-podemes are proxi-··

mally connected with each other without suture by means of a dorsal sclerital

1 II
In my paper on the rhagioni~~ genus Litoleptis (Stuttgart. Beitr. Naturkunde,
No. 242, page 7, Figure 8), ~he distal segment of the p~rameres, due to an
unfortunate error, has been V'trongly described a3 II surstylu8. tf Surstyli, of
course, are not present in the Rhagionidae.



bridge. That bridge represents nothing but the reinforced proximal edge of

the Qorsal wall o:f the phallus sheath (of. further below, page 22). As already

mentioned further above (page 7), it is separated from the ventral epandrial

sclerite (tenth sternite) by a n~rrow membranous zone (Figu;e 44).

Similar conditions probably exist in all Bracbycera with free parameres.

I have found them in Asilidae, Xylophagus (Figures 46 and 48), BombyliidAe,

Stratiomyiidae and other families. They, thus, most probably belong to the

ground plan of the Brachyoera. More rarely (for instance, in Thereva ~obilitate

FABR.) , tne basimeral apodemes are reduced to a very small appendage~ In TA

banus, they have been described ·by Bonhag (1951) as aedeagAl ap~demes. That is

expla:ined by the fact that they-as is demonstrated in Figure 41, and as has

been described further 8Qove--'appear as combine~ processes of the basimeres

and of the dorsal wall of the aedeagus. 3imilar basimeral apodemes are present

also in severai Nematocera (in particular, BibionomorphA, but also in Chaoborus

anq. Ptychoptera; ngonocoxital Apodeme lJ in Trichocera, according to l{eumann,

1958). Perhaps, they belong already to the ground plan of the Diptera, from

where they have then been passed on into the ground plan of the Brachycera.

For that reason, it is of' great importance that the hypandrial complex of

Atelestus pulicarius FALL. (Empididae) can also be traced back to the basic

pattern of the more primtive Brachycera (F.hag;.o, among othe~ forms) (Figure 28). 1

In that instance, the hypandrium forms a closed ring. The ventral pRrt of

that ring is largely membranous in character. It is elongpted into two freely

ending processes, which apparently correspond to the "anterior gonapophyse~u

of Lonchopter~and to similar processes in other Empididae and Pla~ezidae.

Lateral. arms connect the ventraJ,. mediRn plate of the hypandr1um wi th the epan

drium. J. pair o:f different processes, which apparently correspond to ·the Itpost

erior bypandrial arms" of Lonchoptera, are interconnected on the dorsal side

~r....a.------'-'-_. _._-. . _. - - ...;_ - , _ -.-- _ .._.•.•.. - ...•: ",-.~ -,.__ ' -.:..~_ - ..- _.':...--- ---.. _.: ..-.-.._a.-.-__ .....:...:-, ..__ .__..•. .~
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by a skeletal bridge. In that way, the bypandrium is turned into a closed

ring, which surrounds t~e phallic apparatus. There, where the posterior bypan

drial arms pass into the dorsal half-ring (which connectes them with each

other), we find two long processes pointing in the proximal direction, which

processes may be compared ,vith the basimeral apodemes of RhFigiO and other re-

latively primitive Brachycera. Atelestu.s differs from t1le latter forms in that

the relative,ly 1yyide membranous zone between the dorsal connecting bridge and

the ventral epandrial sclerite is no longer present. These'two skeletal e1e-

ments are connected rather by means of a membranous articulation. That probab-

'ly (of. further above) is an apomorphic ground-plan characteristic of the Ere

moneura (Empidiformia + Cyclorrhapha). Atelestus pulicRrius is the only spe-

cies of' Eremoneura knovlIl to me, in VI/mch the basimeral apodemes are as well

developed. as in Rhagio and other relatively primitive Brachycera with free

two-segmented paramere"s. As l1intermediata morphological form," this particular

species, thus., possesses great importance for the understanding of +.J1e bypopy-

gium of other 1mpidiformia and Cyclorrhapha.
. .

Atelestus pulicarius provides the possibility of homologiZing the dorsal

connecting bridge--which is present also in other Empidiformia (Figures 37 and

. 47) and in numerous Cyclorrhapha (Figures 20 and 23)-with the connecting.

bridge betv"e·eil the dorsal vlalls of the ba3imer~s of relatively primitive Bra

chycera (Rhagi,o, among other forms).
"

U·lrich (1972) has described the latter as "first proctigeral scleriten

in »upis borealis. Based on the muscle insertions, i t actually cannot be ex

cluded that, in Lonchoptera (cf. page 9 in this connection) and, perhaps,

also in several other E~emoneura, the dorsal connecting bridge contains also

split off portions of' the ventral epandrial sole.ri te. That, however, is a

relatively unimportant question with regard to the close connection existing
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between these two skeletal elements, which connection apparently belongs to

the ground plan of the Eremoneura. In Emnis boreAlis' we are, in fact, able to

discern still short rudim.ents of the basimeral apodemes (Figure 47). In gene

ral, these structures, however, are completely reduced in the Cyclorrhapha (in

cluding the Lonchoptera).

It follows from this homologization that the basimeres must have become

part of the hypandrial complex and not of the epandrial complex also in the

Eremoneura. The membranous zone between the dorsal conneeting bridge of the

basimeres and ~he ventral epandrial sclerite (10th ste:mite) or the membran-

ous articulation between them, respectively--which articulation has evolved in

the Empidiformia and the Cyclorrhapha from the afore-mentioned membranous zone

-may be regarded as one o:f the most important "landmarks r1 on the hypopygium

of the Brachycera. That zone clearly separates the hypandrial complex (with

the parameres and the phallic apparatus) from the epandrial complex (Figures 35

and 44).0

That landmark is of great import~nQe also in the discussion of the question

after the fate of the telomeres .. in the Empidiformia and in the Cyclorrhapha~ IE

That i.s one of the most important and most controversial questions in theumor-

phology of the hypopygium of the two groups just mentioned.

If the view held by me is correct--according to which the sclerotized

connecting bridge between the posterior bypandrial 'Arms located dorsad of the

p~llic apparaVus 13 homologous with the sclerotized connecting bridge be~leen

the dorsal walls of the basimeres of relatively primitive BrRchycera, and ac- _

cording to which the ventral epandrial sclerite of the Empidiformia and the

Cyclorrhapha corresponds to that of the relatively primitive Brachycera--then

we would be permitted to look ~or telomeres in the 3mpidiformia and the Cyclo-

rrhapha only ventral or in front of, but not dorsal or behind, the connecting



pa~. is particularly striking in appearance. At the base, the partners.-of -:this lr
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In the Lonchopteridae, we find that the only appendages one could inter- ~

~~se ~ppend~g~s--~lexiblyarticu1ated~re ~ocated ·close to the base of the
~~deagu.s. They· are assoc~ated relatively closely with the .~for.e-mentioned ud6r- .

connection) •

.,,-.... --_......-

line, along which the sclerotized hypandrial bridge meets the ventral e~andriAl

sclerite. For that reason, as well as for other ones, we must reject the in-

uniform, but nevertheless closed ring of sclerital clasps. Several prooesses

arise from that sclerital ~ing, among which processes one strongly asymmetrical

cal hollow structures, which, at the base, are surrounded by a, not entirely

vicini~'of the telomeres also in Argyra auricollis (apicodorsal and apicoven

tr~l processes ot'the bas~meres, according to Ulrich, 1974). The agreement./

pair, together form a forklike apodeme. Similar processes are present in the

pret a~ telomerea' ~re the 'so-called "posterior gonapophy·ses lt (Figures 9 to 12). ';
.,/

between ~l1icrophorus and Argyra, ·perhaps, is not a coincidence,. because the signs i
:iildic~t~~t the "Microphorinae" must be regarded as sister group o:f the \,

' .. ,

Dolich~podidae are gradually beq~ming more di.stinct (cf. also page 45 in this

terpretation of the surstyli ~s'··ntelomeres.n
. , /-

In the Empidiformia,/I/have found appendages, that may be interpreted, and/" ~. probably must be int,;-rpreted, al telomeres, only in Microphorus velutinus MAC-
/'

QUART (Figures 3y36, and 37; II Empididaell ) and in Argyra auricollis r.JlEIGEN

.. (Dolichopodidae). , In Microphorus, these s.ppendages are rather large cylindri-

f;: .,. sal· bridge" be.tween the posterior hypandrial arms. The. 81.tuational x;elationships
'-," . '":. ':- . can. be' explained in the Lonchopteridae with relative difficulty 'only, since ,.

~1.:>":""".~':', the dorsal' conn~c~ing bridge, in their case, is folded in rather complex fashion,\~2_~~·--··:~~ .~:- '",,; ~ :, ~ .. .- ,, '." .
.:~j~~~>-~~<., ",and ~he . individual sclerites-movable with respect, to each other-appear to be
4i~;~··;lss~~v~~~[ieee their' c~~ntours.are obscured; Tr~sl.]. The s1.tuation is less
~~E·?f~~;;~\~\\~.~~:~~\.::.;'~~~_:.. .. . .'>. :... ..... .''''~!
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be located in front of the dorsal bridge connecting the posterior'hypandrial Arms.

The paired appendages of several (or all ?) Pla~pezidae, which have been

described by Kessel and Mamoncalda (1968) as "interior forceps," \vauld be ~Y'"';"'I"

the "posterior gonapophyses,n-which, in particular, at the base exhibit dis-

tinct~ the character ·of a ~ollow cylinder--appear in unequivocal fashion to

complex in Lonchoptera tristis than in L. lutea (Figure 12). In L. tristis, IE

simply than in Lonchontera, and hardly differs from that found in relative~

homologous with these "posterior gonapophyses. n In Platypezin~ connexa BOHEr)1.

(Figure 20) we find that the dor~al connecting bridge is constructed far more

Figures 9· and 10' - Caudal view of the phalli·c apparatus and or its connection
to the hypandrial complex in Lonchoptera tristis r,iEIGEN (Figure 9) and Loncho-
{tera 1utea PA1izER (Figure 10). Key: 1, Bristle; 2, Poste:J:ior gOhapophyses

telom. ?); 3, Clasps; 4, Anterior gonapophyses (pregon.); 5, Dorsal bridge;
6, Poste,rior gonapophyses; 7, :Po~.terior hypandrial arms.

-.:...........~------_ ... _:.__... --
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3 hintere Gonapdpl-I)'S.

,
hintere Hypandr.arme ,

2.ventrale Mecfsankante ~ ,

12

Figures 11 and 12 - Ventral view of the phall:lc apparatus as well as of both
the anterior and the posterior gonapophyses of Lonchoptera lutes PA}TZER (Figu
re ll) and Lonchoptera tristi·s ME,IGElf (Figure 12). The sperm pump is spawn only
in Figure li. Key: 1, Sperm. pump; 2, Ventral mediA~ edge; 3, Posterior gon
apop~ses (telom. ?); 4, Bristle; 5, Anterior gonapophyses (pregon.); 6, Post
erior hypandrial Brms; 7, Bladder like swelling or excrescence.

primitive Brachy~era (Figure 41). The appendages in que,stion are flexible also

in Pla!ypezina; they are located, in unequivocal fashion, in front of the dor

sal connecting bridge on both sides next to the base of the aedeagus. Apart.·

from these flexible appendages, there exist rigid processes on the bypAn~umJ

their function probably is to give support to the :flexible appendages and to

prevent undesirable movements to ~e sides.

We are able to construct B transitionAl morphological series, leading from

Rhagio (Figure 41) by way of' Microphorus (Figure 37) and Platypezina (Figure 20)

I

to Lonchoptera (Figure 12, among other ones). For that reason. I'~m ;n~'i"~n
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to ~-ter,pret iloth the so-called "posterior gonapophysesJ1/ of Lonchoptera and
~. '

the afilre,..me~~oned, probably ~o~ologous appendages g;e PlAt;rpezina as teloe- -r.....-1
meres.. Under no circumstances may t~ey be regarded as surstyli:/One question . .

bably· erroneams. Re-examination ,of the problema'tic genus Melanderomyie {ct.
'" .'.'.:.':~ .;, :.,.{~:,:.-: i"~:~ >;;;,t1~-:~;~,~/; ..,,:·:;~~~t57 -'~~;'~~' -.

epandrial sclerite actually is elongated into two pairs of accessory processes
t , ~ V¢-., ..-. 'T~\. ~.J.,rJ Ii ,~; ~f:,-;\

( X'~ .,-t"t~. ',~ ~"'r ~J ., .... /1 " ~ ., .... f ,J.J..4~ "~_Vt ........r~J
CJ,.,;yw.... b ,.,- /1 U_vcr"""':U' ~., \ 0 Q

~, 0 <,j • J,.z£l.l ~.:./;,I - ~J;2.A' t I ..
"', ".' ,;U:-' • \f\.J..AJ~". ~ t

~e sole· ~tructures 0:, ~e~Phora that ~ould b~ interpreted as telo-

meres: ax,a: the. 111postgonites. n On the basis of his investigations of Plai;ypezi-

-re~:ro:due.ed~·aJ.so.by ,the pr~sent author(1973':~l!'1gUre ·J.33)':-therefore is pro-
. .' ' , '" . '.\'-~':::, -~.

I~ lilY.' v;i:ew, -the pregonites correspond to the lanteZ:1orgonapophyses" of Lonoho-
. .
ptera~, (F±gure': i6) an~ Platypezina (Figure 19). Corresponding appen~ages-whether

. ~, . .

dee an.tr. Pipuncu1idae, Chillcott (1958) interpreted the postgonites as telomeres

(= t1gono.stylis~'n terminal segments of the Itgonopods l1
), and the pregonite's as

lobe's3 of: tbe~·basimeres <.. = ."gonocox:i. tes," basal segme,nts of th,e "gonopodstt
.).

/ o~" "
o Wi~~ :re~d; -to the pregonites, Chillcott·'s, interpretation appea~s ,to be proper•. ...~~i·~:\~

. homo[agpus, in. ~e strict sense or not~occur als'o in the ~pidiformia (Figur-.

es 2:~" :iO.,,- 3'2. and 47); hyp~ndrial proc'esses in', Empis boreaJ..is, according to

Ulri.cftt -. I972;:, ~picoVentraJ. proce:?s ,of' the basimeres' in Argyra auricollis lYIEIG., .

acc~d±ng to..U1.rich, J.974).. In. Pla;rpez:i.dae, Kessel and 1t:ra:gg1o.n~alda (J.968) •
. " ~'uv01 .' /J " .

'have~ 'd?e:scribed :them. as "paralieres.~' I ,have pe.en .unable to detect developmeI;lt,

9f SJ. :flexible: 2rticulat1on b~tweeri these p~ocesses and ~e 'hypandrium ~ither

, in PIa.t;ypezid:ae or ,in other Empidiformia or cyclo~miph8nAsChi~-:-The 1llus

trat:ton;, of: Plai;ypeza a~thra:x: IJJEN, presented in J.{essel and MaggioneaIda (:1.968)

may r.emain open,~ whether the two rigid processes of the dorsal hypandrial

" bridg~ of. Agaithomyi.a falleni ZETT. (Figure 23; Platypezidae) are also homolo-
. \

i)\~'

gous: with, the: fle:xi.ble appendages of .Lonchoptera and PlatypezR (telomeres ?)



splitting of an originally untiorm pair of appendages. Salzer refers to the

articulation between the pregonites aI;1d the ·hy"pandr:f.um in the Calyptratae (cf.
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of Etlcalliphora arise in t~t fashion during the course. of ontogenesis. The.

assumpti.on. that they .have· arisen also phylogenetically as derivatives of the

same Pair 'of appendage's, .p~rhaps, is supported by the finding showing that pre

and postgonites appear also in certain Acalyptratae (for instance, in .Leucopis)~
'~~"';';.J., ...,,:.J"",:;~:) I

. ~' ~

as incompletely forked branches of a basically uniform' pair of' appendages, and 19i.

page 53) would be o:f great interest. The partial (bU.~ ne.ver complete) flexible

sert. on the pregonite's as well as on the postgonites, which fibers arise on

. .

investi&1tions carried Olit by Black, according to Which the pre- and postgonites

opisthoparameres, according to his terminolo'gy) would have arisen due to a

that p~- and postgonites even in certain Calyptratae. (for instance, in Voria,

Tachinidae) ·are fused e;:t "theba~e sol:l,d1y and without suture. Furthermore, in

Calliphor'~ and in cer~in Anthomy1idae (c:f. Hennig, 1976), muscle fibers in-

I • . .

Hennig,. '1976), no doubt, i.s secondary in character. -- ;' ""-,' ~,

According to Salzer (1968), the pregonites and postgonites (pro- and

\

the p~~lapademe,. and can be differentiated only With difficult-f in the vic1-,

- ~~O-(Grr.vJr F&'\., ' .i~ ?OJ\~
nity of their' origin. -ti.-oJ' CJJV2... \'i\~.. I t...~,·~~v~ C~'..,l~ tciA;

\.... ~ /S)~ (\ -\J 0 ~ica'(~~4...,; '\
. However" I ~,un.ab~e:;to see in these two:·~~ any. decisive evidence .

agains-t Chill~ottI s interpretation of the postgonites. The fact that originally

inde];lendent. strUciiures may becom~ fused in a seco~dary proces~ i.s.demonstrated

. . ---~ .. . , -

tratae~ (cf.'IIennigj 1965). The mus~le fibers, that insert on the postgonites,-_

..... -
, by.. the development of the -'co~ection between cerci and surstyli :in the Calyp';:

..- ...,,~---~

..... can ha.''l'e readily been shifted to that site (from ·the ba;e of the pregonitea),

after ·.·pregonitea and postgonitea had fused- into a uniform functional comple::.
. ~:~~~~~~~/:-~:~:~-:~':">'<':" .:. .~ ,./,' . ,>.
Th~.;,:~~_9-~estion ~:fter)the' i.nterpretatio~ of the postgonitea of SchizophorA; by

.~',,"~1:.~:::

·Tl~;;~~::j!1~;~~·£~:~~,:::~~··~ "',~.. .. .. .
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the way, is not independent o:f the question a:fter~the construction of the ae-

deagus o~ the qyclorrhapha ,(participation·of the gonapophyses in its construc-
. i ""r" t( " · '~ r l

tion ?; c:f. page 24), and that after' the origin of the phallapodeme of this

group (new development or further de~lopment of the phallapodeme and the,eja-

culatory apodeme p~esent in the ground plan of the Brachycera and still in that

of the Empidiformia ?; c~. page 34).

In any' case, I feel that Chillc~ttts interpretation--according to which
o,..~ €'\.D"". '.: .~) !~.I.J' a 't,: ',' ~

the postgonites of the Schizophora;' have become ~ connected1 with the telomeres
..... ."

and, furthermore ~ with the "posterior gonapophysesu of the Lonchopteridae o~ I

with corresponding appendages of the Pla~pezidae and Empidiformie--is entirely
. ~ w,{·1... \- 0..··,.; ti~.A '$.A. I''''-c! c; l.....,,,,- :-'-/':1.,'1_"-':1 "-' f/ ~l...: -~ to. ! ·f,,:;: vrt.J-Jtk~~"'-: dvt, }JC~~ 1

~ , ..". '~;.. "" , .~ (Au. ~,..d;) 7/../ '?'''''' .) ~:~ ~ ,,7~ :.

probable or, by no means, disproved.i\[There is at least one tYPograpliiC'al error

in this sentence in the original-an " openingft bracket is missing-and, in ad

dition, it seems that one or severa.l words are missing; Transl.] Unfortu:o.ately,

we have no knowledge of the muscles of the hypopygium of the Mic:rophormae and

the Pla~:pezidae. In tonchoptera, no muscle fibers insert on the "posterior
J

gonapopbysesrf
. (telomeres?).

.. ~-...9.:e ._~~}
, In, the\ pre- and postgonit~s of the SQhizophora or, respective~, o~ a group

.. . ~~.,

of the Calyptratae -rich in species '. it .is obviou~ that they have the function

of preventing movements of. the aedeagus' to the s:i.dBs .1.d. HeJ:ll?:ig, 1976). I as

. sume that at least several of the appendages described in Empi~i:formiA have

the same :function. That sho~d be evident in the hypandrial proc~sses o~ Empis

borealis (Figure 47), Microphorus .(Figure 32), AtelestUs (Figure 29) and Pla:

.t;ypezina (Figure 19) (cf. also·page 48) •

.Lewis and Pollock (1975 ),founCi in Lucilia sericata L•. (Calliphoridae) that

the pregonites (Itanterior paramerestt
) ere inserte'd into the fetIU;\le genital

.,tract during copulati9n. '
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5. The phallic apparatus

In all Brachycera, the phallic. apparatus is closely connected wi th the

-",35
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tory ,apparatus. It

Understanding of the situation existing in the Cyclorrhapha (and in Ison

choptera, in particul~) is not possible Without detailed knowledge of the re-

disk-shaped u phallapodeme".11 The muscles inserting on that phallapodeme obVi-

C'i"... rtrC"'t :.~:

~",,'-'- .
./'

. In Rhag!o scolopaceus~ The /tua'l copulatory organ, which I in the present

paper simply call the It endophallus, Jf is short and awl-shaped (Figure 43). It

is even ·shorter in Xylophagus (Figure 45). 'I~ the latter two forms and in other

hypandrial complex by means o~ its skeletal parts as well as its muscle ~8tem•

ed by a slightly conical "phallus sheathlt closed on all sides. Only the anter

ior (ventral).. s~de of this cone exb.ibits' a narrow opening, through which the

endophallus" c~ be .·pushed out. The 81it-like" shape of this window prevents

sideward .movements of the endophallus. "~e .s~tua~on a~:pears to be similar in,.,

latively pri~tive Brachycera.

_..~.'

Brachycera, the endophall'Us is solidly connected at the· base with the rod- or

ously serve as motor muscles of the endol?~llus as we;J..1 as in the ejaculation

of ~e sperm (sp~rm pump). In that regard, the primitive Brachycer~ would dif-.

fer only minimally f!om the ground plan of the Diptera; the Trichocera probably

are very close to .~bat plan (ct. N'eumann, 1958).

In Rhagio scolopaceus "(Figures 40, 41,' and" 44), the ,endophalluB is surround-

.Together, these two structures form. the complex, which I, in my previous papers

on Cyclorrbapha, for the sake of expediency have described as uinner copula-

"'

Xylophagus (Figures 45 and :46), but "the." matertal available in the case of that

genus is ~dequate. In Tabanus, the opening :for theendophallus-(the "ph8llo- .

. ~·trem.a::?iS:locatedatthe
ti.p of the conical phallus sheath(Bonhag, 1951).
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structures, which already belong to the ground, plan of the,Diptera, has as yet

. The development of the conical phallus sheath of the Brachycera from

Ii ,blasenfOrm.
Auftreibung

13

Figures 13 and 14 - Phallic apparatus (lateral view) of Lonchoptera-tristis
~IGEl'i (Figure 13)·and Lonchoptera luteA PANZER (Figure 14). Key: 1, Ventral
median edge; 2,' Clasps.; 3, Sperm pump,; 4, Bladder-like swelling•

,,'n~t been 'elucidated. I assume that, that sheath has' developed, in e~sence, in',

the. folloWing manner: The fTwing plates,Tf so-called by Neumann (1958) in Tri-.'

chocera, 'and the nparamere~n (tlgonapophyses" wo~d be more Appropriate) on the

dorsal side and, :respechve1y, on th~ sides and "the v~ntrai 'sid~ have fused .

to form a more or less c~osed sheath. Thatis~dicatedby the fin~~-shoWi.ng
- .

,that, iz:t Rhagio, two ape emes .are located next to the endophallus and the

~- pha11apodeme, wb,ich two a .odemes are connected wiill ~~_ .conical sheath, and
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Fi.gures 15 to 18- Hypopygium of Opetia nigr~ ~'IEIGEN ;(Plrly:pezidae) •

. Figure 15' - :E:pandrial complex of the ventral side followiiig. removal of both the
hypan~ial complex and ,the phallic apparatus'. C: Cerci'. At "x,"'the ventral,

: epandrial'sclerite. (10. st.) is connected with the dorsal bridge of the bypan~
drial complex (cf. ~igure :L7) ~ . _.'

Figure 16 -' Hypopygium, ventral view.

Figure'17 - Hypandrial"complex and phallic apparatus, lAteral new. -x: Insertion
of.the ventral epandrial scleri.te_(10. st., ....~f. Fi.gure 15). Key:: 1,. Sperm pump.-

'Figure 18 - Hypopygium, lateral view. The ventral brackets on 'the-ieft mar,gin
indicate-the, hypandrial campI,ex (Ill + 211

) and the epandrial complex ("3 tJ
), res

'pectively. C: Cerci. 'The three-headed arrow indiCAtes the border between the
., hypandrial complex and the epandrial. complex. _A..t " X :" Connection between the

.yentral ..':"epandria~ .seIer!te - (10. at.) and the dorsal bridge of the' hypandrial
complex:~~Key:'l; Sperm.' pump.' ..
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, which might correspond to the gonapophyseal apodemes, (ttparameral apodemes,ll

according to Neumann's terminology) of Tr~chocera. It must, however, be noted

that,. in Rhagio, the distal parts of the Ugonapophysestl are not free, and the

conical sheath (the fTenveloping coneu ) 'is folded in such complex fashion that

only detailed individual investigations will lead to actual elucidation of its

construction. On the apodemes of Rhagio described (ngonapophyseal apodemes?),

"there inserts, in Rhagio, a muscle arising on the phallapodcme, wh:i:ch muscle

may be homologous witb. Muscle 11m" described by Neumann in Trichocera. I t would

be rewarding to investigate that particular question in some greater· detail.

In Rhagio, the posteri~r (dorsal) wall of the conical sheath enveloping

the" pha~us is rela-tively strongly sclerotized at the lOl,ver margin (Figure 41) •

. In ~hat species, this particular wall forms the arch-like connecting bridge,

(described further above on page 14) between the dorsal walls of the basimeres,

directlY above the' point of attachment of the basimeral·apodemes. The anterior'
,.

(vmtral) wa~ of ,the conical phallus sheath is connected with the ninth ster-

-'
nite by means of a narrow .fold, and the lateral walls are separated :from the

,
inner walls of the basimeres bye beRm-~ike sclerite, on which several ~scles

insert (Figure 44) •

. Proba'bly it is not too difficult to ~ace the constructi"on' of the phallic

apparatus in all orthorrhaphan Braoby?era-With the exception of the Emp~di-

. formia-back to the same plan. (-rvo YU.LaL () u~_ £W\.~~). r =l--M c.A' -'

. T~e Asilidae, perhaps, provide "~he key to the understanding of the Empi

dif'orinia and, furthermore, of the Cyclorrha.pha. For instance, 1~achimus (Asili~-'
, <_...---._---...

dee, Figure 48), too , exhibits a (conical structur~)betWeen the ninth sterzrlte

(~n the ventral S:Lde.~~~~p~s(on tH sides) and the epf\~dri~ (on

the dorsal s1de),€~c~vry probably co,~~onds to ·~e. ~On1~ .

;.~. ,.·O)~}5:e~~~~~ ...



phallUs, which, in Machimus, however, terminates in three branches, which all

phallus sheath of Rhagio. As in Rhagio, that structure envelopes the endo-

three are perforated by branches of the ejaculatory duct. The_opening for the
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emerging endophallus is located at the tip of the en~eloping cone. 'The entire

structure is much longer than in Rhagio, i.e. more tube-like, and wide and

funnel-shaped only at the base • .As in Rhagio, we find also in 11Iachimus that

the proximal dorsal wall of the cone is relatively strongly sclerotized and,

as in the former. form, that wall connects also in 11achimus the dorsal Vllalls

of' the baaimeres, into which they, as in Rhagio, PASS apprOXimately at the

site, on which the basimeral apodemes arise. Structures we might identify with

the gonapophyseal ,apodemes of Trichocera (~nd Rh~gio?) appear not to be. pre

sent in Machimus and other Asilidae.

The "aedeagust1 of the Empidiformia rflther resembles the structure described

in the Asilidae. For that reason, I assume that it evolved also in that group

in a process, in which the enveloping cone closed tig}ltly around the endophallus.

That assumption appears to be supported by the finding shOWing that, in several

Empididae, the enveloping membrane is elongAted in the distal direction into

two free tips (Figures 27, 29, and 47). I consider it to be possible that the~

se appendages-independent of' the endopl;,Rllus and not perforated by the ejacu-

latory duct-should be interpreted BR the distal ends of the gOnRpophyses, Which,

in accordance with the notion outlined above, are generally involved in the

construction of the conical phallus sheath.· Baehrmann (1960; for instance, PA-'

e;e 513, Figure 26 a)'a1so holds thqt view (he, however, described a~ rtgonapo

physes" the structures called "parameres" by me). I furthermore consider it

to be possible that the two "secondary outgrowths of the aedeagus, It described 2.£

by Karl (1959) in several Asilidae (Figure 5 G, J.L.: "s. a."), should be
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Figu;.es 19 to 21 - Hypop;>rgium o~ Platypezina connexa BOHEMAN (Platypezidae).

. Pigu:ie 19 - liypandrial complex, phallic apparatus and sperm pump in lateral vi:ew~
~ ," •accessor: II Immobile hypandrial process - to' ~the side' of'" the supposed telomeres

(", " ) , . 1. te.om. '. '.: Key: 1, ~perm ~J?; 2, Dorsa bridge.

Figure" 20 -' Hypandrial complex and phai~1c apparatus, dorsal side".-"a,ccessor,"
, as in Figure 19. Key: 1, Dorsal bridge.

Figure 21 - Epandrial complex, ventral view, following removal 9f both the, byp
:, " andriaJ. complex "and tlle phallic apparatus. C: Cerci •
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might have evidence indicating that the'

. there not formed by two lateral components.

also is not expected to be. present there, since the wall of the ttaedeagus" is

That finding, pe~haps, suggests that the fuSed suture of the ~vo gonapophyses

interpreted 'in the same manner. ~oximal apodemes of the gonapophyses can be

In Empis borealis, the endophallus, according to Ulrich (1972, page sj

in several Empidiformia.

.tr~tion o:f Chelipoda v?catoria FALL. given by Baehrmanil (1.960, page 5l3, Figu

re 26 D) permits us to assume that the gonapophyseal apodemes also 'are absent

is located there. A.' suture of that type i's not present on the dorsal side, and

demonstrated neither in Empis borealis nor in Atelestus pulicarius. The 111us-

In the case of the Cyclorrhapha, w.e· are. permitted to assume that the'taede.

agus, tl as iD. that of the :&mpidiformia (and in that of the Asiliformia), con

sis:ts of the endop~ll,.us and .the phallus sheath. Independent evidence support-, N / " ,to • :.:' I ..v A..{)t._J./'~- ~
. .1 I A" l ~,. t..(r"V' ,1\ I.l'-.;;.. . c :).i:" ;"v·}~·~, ....".... '",' ~. /.- I • - ',J .

ing that assumption hitherto does not exist. " I'· '._.,o,,(~.L ".",\ h~'}r)..1"r.l,f..·:~::",,-,~
.h~ 11 t!j·e.c n(J../·LC'.r~~" :)...4'''''''' ~. "7~ .VrJiq;h.".•·UJ-, ...~ / ",.,\.v..J

. r ~. r 'f r" I (~~. -1f" .., /V,.c.btA--

Although I have investigated in detBil neither the Asiliformia nor the ---

Empidiformia, I would like to 'p~opose the hypothesis that these two groups

. and the Cyclorrhapha ~i~fer from the .,'lHomoeodactyla" and the Bombyliidae due

to the solid fusion of' the phallus she~th with the endophallus •. In the a:fore-
. , /

mentioned groups, the endophallusappar;ently is no longer flexible in indepen-

'denii tashion. Only "the whole st;ructu:rJ (i.e. the lI aedeaguslt) can be moved by

the muscle sys'tem of the pba11apodemJ (cf'. also page 26 in this co~ec~_on}~
If that hyp~~eSis S~Ou1d be 'COrrf~d, and if convergences will not be de-

'. is connected Wi.th .the ventral outer wall of' the aedeagus by means of A ridge.

.. monstr:~ted at some future date,

. As~liformia, ~e. ~pidi~ormia and the Qyclorrhapha together form a ~onopby~e

. tic group (IIHe~~:;-odac':Wlall),Wh19h does not contain the Bomby111dae.
~_ ' I

I

.. .c __ :.\·>".· .,:;,~~f3:' : ,._ _ -_.~.._, / t",_.. _~_. . _,.. liva !.
;..~~~~i~;.~.~~7.: .' _ __ ~ ~ - d
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A confirmation of m;y assumption regarding' the essentially identical con-

struction of the 1taedeagusfl of the Asiliformia, the Empidiformia and the Cyclo-

rrh;apha would lead' to the conclusion that the f1gonapophysesrt are part of the

aedeagus also in the case of the Cyclorrhapha. It is not certain ?lhether the

clasp-like structures, that, in Lonchoutera (Figures 9 to 14), are located on

beth sides next to the aedeagus; should be regarded as_rudiments of the gonapo

.phys~s, and even in the case of the "ventrolateral clasp$" in the aedeagus o£

the Calyptratae (cf. Hermig, 1976), one might p~pose the question whether they

are not derived from the gonapophyses. All these structures, however, ~ght

also--and this with re~atively great probabili~-
-be interpreted as seoondary

sclerotizations in the wall of the aedeagus. Resolution of this' particular

question also requires comparative investiga~io
ns of the aedeagus of as many

Cyclorrhapha as possible. In some Empidiformia, the aedeagus is greatly elon-

gated and curved. In these cases, the aedeagus can then be extended and retracted

in the Dolichopodidae, but a~so in several Acalyptratae (for in~tan~e, Curto

notidae, Cryptochetidae, and Lonchaeidae), in a manner similar to that described

't?y Ne'UlIr:1nn (19?8) in Tipula. Vie are dealing here with obvious convergences,

...

and correspondences of that nature in the constnlction of the aedeagus and in

the manner of its movements may be used only with great reservation as evidence

for the existence of relatively close phylog~netic
affinities.

Very large dtlferences in the development of the' aedeagus are found already

in" iihe P1atypezidae (Figures 19 and 24). In Lonchoptera (Figures 13 an.d 14), V

the aedeagus is almost rudimentary. Examined superfic-ially, it looks aa if there

existed in this group already something like a differentiation be~veen basi-

and distiphallus. That, however, is probably not the case. The differentiAtion

between these two parts so characteristic for the Calypi:ratae probably has

\ ...
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Pigures 22 to 25 - Hypopygium of Agathomyia fallen~ ZETTERSTEDT (Playpezidae ).•
. ,

Figttt'e 22 - Hypandrial complex and phallic apparatus, ventral view. Key: 1,
Dorsal bridge.

Figure 23 - As in Figure 22, d"orsal view. Key: 1, Dorsal bridge.

Figuz:e 24 - As in Figure 22, lateral view. Key: 1, Dorsal bridge.

Figure 25 - Epandrial complex, ventral side, following removal of both the
bypandrial complex and the phallic apparatus.

. , ..
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evolved only in the Schizophora. However, I consid~r it to be possible thRt

-the distal membranous part of the aedeagus-which can be distinctly discerned,

above all, in Lonchoptera lutea (Figure ~4)--corresponds to the free terminal

part of tJ:1e endophallus (proj eating from the "phallus sheath"),' and that the

acrophallus of the Cal!ptratae (cf. 'Hennig, 1976) and of other SchizophorR

must also be interpreted in that fashion. In the case of the tube-like aedeag~l

forms-which LYl the Schizophora, no doubt, have evolved independently in se-

veral processes (for ins~anc~, also in VariA and related genera among the Tachi-

nidae)-there arises the question whether they have arisen only by means of

elongation of the free endoPhallus part or by means of· common elongation of

all parts of the aedeagus. Probably, this is different from one case to the

next one ..

The :fate of the sclerotic area on the proximal dorsal wall of the aedea-

gus (which, as demons~rated further above, connects the dorsal walls of the

basimeres in the ground plan of the Brac:Qycera) is also interesting. That area

is distinctly in evidence as a protrusion already in the Asilidae on the

funnel-s~aped base of the aedeagus (Figure 48). I consider it to be highly

probable that the so-oalled "lst'proctigeral scleriteU (terminology according

to Ulrich, 1972) of Emuis borealis, and, perhaps, also the "epiphallus of many

Schizophora correspond to that proximal area on the dorsal wall of the phallus

sheath, ?lhich areA is as yet not closely attached to the .endophallus. In the

S~bizophora, however, the sclerotic connection between the posterior hypan-···

drial. arms ultimately also belongs to that area. It is, however, almost cer-

tain that that sclerotic connection (then, to be sure, a t the identical site)

has in some instances developed also in a secondary process (Hylemya EArtita;

of. He~g, 1976). liIultiple modifications in both. directions can be readily

imagined'in the case of a characteristic .as simp~e as the thiclmess of this

sclerotic a.:I'e~_
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One of the cardinal questions in the morphology of the Bracbycera and,

in particular, in that of the Cyclorihapha concerns the fate of the phallapo-

deme. There can p~obably be no doubt that the structures, Which, in dtlferent

Nematocera and orthorrhaphan Brachycera, are described variously as tlphall-

apodeme,n .1t endophallic apodeme" or "ejaculatoryapodemef1 (or "ejaculation.apo

deme, Ti respectively), are all homo19gous. ';fue muscles arising on tha t structure

probably have a function in the ejaculation of the sperm and in the movement

o~ the endophallus or of the, whole B:edeagus, respectively. In the present con-

ne~on, it is of secondary importance whether the one function or the other

one plays the main role or, perhaps, even the sale role in one grt?up or another

one. Of course, that question would be worthy of investigation.

In the ground plan of the D~ptera 2S well as in the homoeodactyl Brachy-

cera and Bombyliidae hitherto investigated, contractio~ of the muscles arising

on the phallapodeme leads .to movement only of the endophallus. In the more pri-

m:itive Brachycera, the endophallus either is thrust forward through the termi

naJ. opening ('lphallotrema") of the phallus sheath (as has been described by

Bonhag, 1951, in Tabanus) or is "!extended through the ventral opening in the

phallus sheath by mean~~ of a rotating movement around its lateral suspension

(Rbagio). In those groups, in vvhich the phallus shea1fu. is i'used wi th the endo-
. ~~ P.>l b~!A'h"..d~('-~"

phallus foriDing a un~form structure (Asiliformia, Empidiformia, end, probably,
. A .

also Cyclorrhapba; cf. further above), that structure probably can be moved

~ in toto by the muscle system of the phallapodeme •.
. '.. - .' ----., -.,--.. .:"- _.'---

or w
The question whether the task of maldng the n aedeagusft as whole structure.

A A

abl.e to move has!.,- perhaps,; led" to different "technical" solutions in different 28'

subgroups of the Asiliformia and the Empidiformia WOuld be vlorthy of a separate

morpho-functional investigation.
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.Figures 26 tv 29 Rypopygium of Atelestus pulicarius FALLEN" (Empididae) •

. Figure 26 - Epandrial complex, 'ventral side, following removal of both the hyp
andrial complex and the phallic appAratus (the outlines of the basimeric' apode
mes, o~ the phallapodeme ~nd of the dorsal bridge 'of the hypandriRl complex are
dotted; cf. Figure 28). Surstylus sketched only on the left side. C: Cerci. Y:.,
Connection to the dorsal bridge of the hypAndrial complex (cf. Figure 29). .~
Figure 27" -:- Phallic apparatus. . Figu:!:e 28 - Hypandrial complex, ventral
side. Only the phallapodeme of the phallic Apparatus has been sketched. The
eppendages interpreted as tJpregoni tes" are strongly bent' tOY/ard the dorsal· side,

'an'd, thus, appear greatly shortened in perspective (cf. Figure 29). Key: 1,
Dorsal bridge; 2, Insertion of the epandrium. Figure 29 - HypandriAl
complex and phallic apparatus, lateral view. y: Insertion of the ventral e"ppn
drial sclerite (10. st.; cf. Figure 26). Key: 1, Connection to epandrium; 2,
Dorsal bridge.
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Some Empididae exhibit an articulation (or joint) be~veen the phallapodeme

and the endophallus (or the naedeagus,n respectiv~ly). According to Ulrich

(1972, page 9), the phallapodeme (he called that structure t1 e jaculatory apode-
-

men), for instance, in Empis borealis fo:rm.s Ita strongly sclerotized plate

equipped With a transverse ridge and located in the median plane, which plate

is connected wi th the endophallus by meAns of a membranous zone rurming all

around and broken only at the site of articulation. n nOn the basis of the con-

struction scheme given, we are permitted to as~e that ejaculation is brought·

about by rotation of the apodeme around the point of articulation in caudal

direction, and by the resUlting reduction o£ the lumen of the sp.erm pump."

Ulrich apparently has not given consideration to any involvement of the phall-

apodeme (nejaculatory apodemen ) in the movements of the aedeagu.s.
. .

Without dOUbt, an articulation be~~een pballapodeme and aede~gUs or endo-

phallus , respectively, does as yet not belong to the ground .p1:an of the Empi-
__ -_--••••--_~'. J.._ .. __ _ ~_.- --_ ..- - ~&.601~__ __ , ~' ~

diformia and, thus, also not to the ground plan of the Eremoneura. Extension--
of the aedeagu's by means of a rotating movement arotmd a horizontal a~s, 10-

cated approximately at the level of the connection between phailapodeme and

aedeagus, may with g+eat probabili~! be assumed to occur in Dolichopodidae.

This rotating movetuent can be brought about only by contraction of muscles

.arising on the phallapodeme. In this case, the phallapodeme, thus, would have

retained both functions, which we would have to ascribe to that structure in

~eground plan of the Brachycera.-this , however, with the .differeno.e .that i t·s

movements are transmitted to the whole aedeagus, and no longer sole~y to the

end0 phallus •

The Cyclorrhapha differ already in the ground plan from all other Diptera,

including the Empidj1ormia, on the basis of two important ;features:
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(1) On the basis of the possession of a separate sperm pump independent

of the phallapodeme; and

(2) ~n that of the presence of a strildng, at least pArtially sclerotized,

connection between phallapodeme and hypandrium.

It is possible that these two features are related to a change in the

:function of the phallapodeme. Three possibili ties for in:terpreting these fea

tures may be considered:

(1) The sperm pump of the Cyclorrhapha is homologous with the phallapodeme

o~ the remaining Diptera (i~ particular, of other Brachycera and, Above all,

of the Empidiformia), and the so-called n:ph~llapodemeu of the CycloItrhapha re

presents a neomorphous struc~ure of that group.

(2) The "phallapodeme" of the CyclorrhaphA is homologous with the phalla

podeme of the remaining Diptera, and the sperm. pump of the Cyclorrhapha is a

neomorphic structure of.. that group.

(3) Sperm pump and phallapodeme of the Cyclorrbapha have arisen follOWing

splitting of a uniform structure, whic~, belongs to the ground plan of the Dip~

tera and still to that of the Eremoneura, with the products of that spli tting

each having taken over one of the originally combined functions of the :former

phallapodeme.

The .musculature, .perhaps , speaks against the assumption that the phalla

podeme of the Cyclorrhapha represents a noemorphic structure. FollOWing Trehens'

investigations of the muscle ~stems of vR~ious Empididae, Griffiths '(1972,.

page 39) established that also in this group all muscles arising on the phAll- .

8:podeme ("ejaculato:ry apodeme lt
) insert, as in the Cyclorrhapha, on the hrpan

drium or on the base of the aedeagus. That, to be sure, is Valid only With

certain reservations, but it is nevertheless possible to identity the two
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Figures 30 to 33 - Hypopygium of Microphorus velutinus MACQUART (Empidiformia).
Figure 30 - J.ateral view of the entire hYPoPlgiUm. The vertical brnckets on theleft margin indicate the hypandrial complex tttl + 2") and the epandrial complex(t'3"). The hypandrial complex, furthermore, is shown dotted. C: Cerci. x: Lateralconnection between the dorsal bridge of the hypandrial complex and the ventralepandrial sclerite (10. at; cf. Figures 33 and 37).
Figure 31 - Hypandrial complex and phallic apparatus, ventral view. nasymm.:"
A~etrical hypandrial appendages in the vicini~ of the telomeres (not visiblein this sketch) (cf~ Figure 36). .
Figure 32 - Epandrial complex, dorsal view.
Figure 33 - Epandrial complex, ventral vie11/, follovving removRl of both the hypandrial complex and the phallic apparptus. x (lateral) and y (median): Connections to the hypandrial complex (ct. Figures 34 an~ 37).
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muscle groups, which, .accordL~g ~o Ulrich (1972; 1974) arise in the different

Empididae and Dolichopodidae on the phallapodeme (Muscle 1 and Muscle 2), with 3C

the dorsal and ventral muscle groups of the Calyptratae (cf. Hennig, 1976).

The insertion of these muscles, in fact, dif~ers somewhat in the different Ca1-

yptratae, but that is nothing unusual, and may even be helpful when attempting

·to ident~ the corresponding muacles with each other.

In Lonchoptera, the phallapodeme exhibits the shape of a verticAl plate

(Figures 13 and 14). The ventral margin of that plate is more strongly sclero-

tized, and forms the ventral median line of the hyp~ndrium. The situation is

very similar in several Platypezidae (F':Lgure 24) and in certain Phoridae (Tn-. . . --
phleba). In the Schizopl1.ora, the phallapodeme usually i3 either rod-shaped

(as it is, by the way, also ,in Irono~yia, ~ccording to McAlpine's description)

or flattened dor~iventra~IY in the manner o~ a shoehorn (Salzer). In that in-

stance, the phallapodelJle is conne'cted with the posterior inner margins of the

horseshoe-shaped hypandrium by means of partially sclerotized membrAnous folds o

Since all sclerotized parts of the inner skeleton are cuticular formations and,

thus, must have arisen due to infoldings of tp,e body wall, the differences

existing between Lonchoptera and the groups resembling that genus, on the one

hand, and the Schizophora, on the other one, oan probably be expalined only

by assuming that the hypandrium in all Cyclyrrhapha has been invaginated along

the median line. In Lonchoptera and the afore-mentioned similar forms, we find

tha~.. the W:al1s of the :fold~ arisen :i:!!._,tp.~~, fas.~.9n .~:.re appres~.~~ o_r, .. in fact·,

fused with each other, while they have remained separate in the Schizophora.

In the other Diptera, too, the phallapodeme, of course, must have arisen

due to fold formation of ttle body wall prOXimal at the.aedeagus or the endo~

phallus, respectively. The differ_ence, compared to the Cyclorrhapha, is only
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ces are caused by a modification of the mechanics of m:nving the aedeagus. In

same muscles is possible and probable at least in those forms, in which the

-~~-_..._-----

the la~ter, ;in that' case, are those of a rod, which is suspended approxima.tely

phallus sheath, in the way described by Bonhag (1951) in Tabanus. A certain

that the membranous connection to the body surface is inconspicuous in these

groups, but more or leGS sclerotiz~d in the Cyclorrhaph~and, perhaps, also

common longitudinal axis (Figures 43 and 45). That is also valid still for

the ground plan of the Brachycera, we find that the phallapodeme and the endo-
..._---_. ,.- ~ .. "--" -- _...

I would be willing to .propose the world.ng hypothesis that these differen'"

more extensive and, therefore, more conspicuous or striking.

formed by these gudgeons. The same would be valid for the ground plan of the

the ground plan of the Asiliformia and of the Empidiformia (Atelestus; Figur

es 27 and 29) and, thus, also for that of the E-remoneurR. Contraction o:e the
•

movement of the endoph~llus in the sagittal plane due to contractio~ of the

axis, i.e. to the extension of the endophallus throUgh the opening in the

at .the middle on two lateral gudge.ons, and rotates a·round the. horizontal axis

by the way, the longitudinal axis of the endophallus, compared to tha t of the

phallapodeme, is, bent '8 li·ttle in the. ventral direction (Figure 43) ~ Tne sa-

opening in the phallus sheath for the emergence of the endophRllus is located

moved only in i ts entirety (cf. page 26). Otherwise, we may Also find deviat-

muscles arising on the phallapodeme leads to e movement along the longitudinal

gittal movements of the endophallus and the phallapodeme solidly connected to

not at.the tip, but ventrally, and is slit-shaped as in Rhagio. In that case,

Asiliformia and the :Empidiformia, although the aedeagus, in that case, can ~e

1ng situations in these two groups.

,phallus are solidly interconnected, and this in a fashion where both have a

.. ~ .
~""""'~""""-:~;-- :". 4 ·• - •• - •• P ...~ .....__ ,_~• ._; •• ••_~·•• ,",_i.: .. _ _.__....-'-;>-__,.:..._ .-.:._•.• __._~~.__......... -.;:... .•_ '1. .....~._-' ._ ••• __.... _~~

~
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aedeagus. In forms of that character, it also .becomes clear how much the mov-

tal part of the phallapoqeme can be discerned between that connection and the

stance, Figure 73, in Gri~f~ths, 1972), so that a more or less long, free dis-

other hand, it is almost always located far away trom the aedeagus (for in-

fo~d in the position of the membranous connection be~veen the hypandri1.ll1l and

A distinct difference between many Acalyptratae and ~~y Calyptratae is

ter cases, the aedeagus probably'can be moved only with the aid of changes in

the phallapodeme. In the CaJ.yptratae, that connection usually is -located righ;t

in front of the base of t1?-e aedeagus (or of the anterior margin of the basi

phallus, respectively), so that it almost forms an incomplete cuff around that

structure (cf. Hermig , 1976, in this connection); in the AC:=31yptratae, on the

ability of the phallapodeme must depend on tne position of its connections with

I assume that the 8ituation· found in the Acalyptratae more likely corres-

pon& to the ground plan of the Schizophora, since it is still (?) observed also

in. several ~_alyJ2..tratae (G19ssi-no;dea). It may be that the hypo.thesis the t a

loosening and relatively free movability of the connections between bypandrium

and phallapodeme occ1.UTed initially in the 3chizophora (compared to the ground

plan of the Schizophora) will turn out to be true. The advantRge of A shifting

of these connections in the direction of th@ distal end of the phallapodeme

hemolymph pressure.

and aedeagus appears to h~ve occurred in some Schizophora. 1',Iodified 8ituations

are found also in numero~ Acalyptratae exhibiting a tube-like aedeRgus (for

instance, all Tephritoidea; of. also page 33 in this connecti~n). In the lat-

;~.......:.::l~---'-"'~'._.... _. _.
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Figures 34 to 37 - Hypopygium of Microphorus velutinus ldACQUART (Empidiformia).

Fi..gare 34 - Telomeres and surrounding structures, right side of the body (drawn

in pl.as1iic :fashion). The outlines of the hypandrium. (cf. Figure 30 ian this qon

nec'tian) and the phallic apparatus (cf. Figure 35 in this connection) are dotted •

."accessor:" Accessory sclerites in the vicini t-<J of the telomeres~ x (lateraJ.)

and y- (median): Connections between the by"pandrial complex (x) and the phallic

apparai;us (y), respectively., ~nd the ventral epaI;ldrial sclerite (10. st.); cf tJ'

Figures 33 and 37 in this connection~ 'fey:: It Forceps. - Figure 35';'-Phallic

apparatus, ventral epandrial sclerite 10. st.). The forked arrow indicates the

border between the phallic apparatus (as well as the hypandrial complex) and the

epandrial complex. C: Cerci. --- Figure 36 - Telomeres and surrounding struc

tures~ ventral view. The accessory appendages (cf. Figures 34 and 37) have been

omi..'tted on the left side; only the asymmetrical pair of appendages (proximally

connected .by means of the forked apodeme) has been sketched. Key: 1, Forceps.

FigDre 37 - HypandriAl complex and phallio appar3tus. DorsRl v1:ew follOWing re

moval.. of the epandrial complex. x and y: Connection to the ventral epandriAl

sc1eri.:te (of. Figure 34 And Figure 33). Only the uaccessory". and the large pArt

ner :(."asymm. It) of the asymmetrical pair have been sketched among the scleritea,
- -.. --~ -- - _1.-.~ -~ ~"I~t"\",..,,, q -the telomere base (cf.
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(into -the vicinity of the basiphallus, as in the majority or the CalyptrAtae) Iii
f I

may be seen in that the phallapodeme, due to that shif'ting, attains greater 411
~, I:

free movability transverse to i ts long:i..tudinal ans. Extensive comparative ,Ii

investigations in as many Cyclorrhapha as possible will be required in order 1,!
;Ii

to demonstrate whether that notion or another one is right. ;Ij
~i!.

In. Lonchoptera there exists a difference between L. tristis (Figure 13) 1\

L
and L. lutea .(Figure 14) i) In h tristis, the vertical plate, which, in my !iew, 11

d
!~

consists of the phalJ.apodeme (dorsal part) and the conriecti9n between that j
.'~

structure· and the hypandrium (ventral part), is located with its posterior mar- ..f!
. ;~

~~
gin right in front of the aedeagus. In h lutea, a deep inden~qtion Sepi:=lrates ~'i!!'

~
..~

these two parts, and, although both are also locat.ed with their distal margins ~
..~

right in front of the aedeagus, the connection between them is located far away

from that structure. The free, distal part of the actual pballapodem.e, by the

way, 1.s· very wide in L •.~ lutea (in .the horizo~tal plane, Figure 11). A large,

oval hyaline field is visible on both sides, which field indicates the presence

of a bladder-like swelling at that site.

No doubt, Gri:f:fiths deserves' thanks for having dra'lvn attention to the im-

por-tance of the meohanic.s of movement of the aedeagus in the Cyclorrhapha. How-

ever, I do not believe that the sagittal oscillating movement developed only

in the Schi.zophora, and may be used in the demonstrc:ltion of relatively close

relationships' among a part of the acalyptrate families and the Calyptratae.

It SjJpeRrs probable to me that the decisive modific·ation-in the..· mechanics of

the movement. of the phallapodeme and C?f the aedeagus belongs already to the

ground plan of the Cyclorrhapha. Within that group and, in particular, in the

Acalyptrate, ~e s1tuation has been modified in very different ways. A detAiled

tracing and elucidation of these modificRtions would be an important future
. \
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task, as a comparative investigation of the phallic apparatus of the Dipt~ra

mtlst, on the vihole, be regarded as an urgent future task in dipteran morphology.

The latter investigation would have to include a study of the respective muscle

$ystems (cf. page 36 ~ this conne~tion).

Otherwise, we would· l'lave to stress at this point that the assumption of·

modified mechanics of movement of the aedeagus in the Cyclorrhapba (and already

;in the ground plan of that group) is not bound to the assumption that ·'their

uphallapodeme1t is homologous with that of the other [word missing; Transl.]

and still witl1 that of the Empidiformia. The cormection between the flphallapo-

demeu and the ventral wall of the hypandrium-so extraordinarily strildng in

the Cyclorrhapha--wQuld rather be regarded as evidence indicating that the

"phallapodeme tl of that group represents a neomorphous structure. Vie would then

be forced to state that the modified mechanics of movement of the aedeagus in

the Qyclorrhapha have evolved because the primitive phallapodeme of the Diptera

has been replaced by a neomorphou8 structure. That assumption is contradicted

by the fact tha t the muscle system of that Jlneomorphous structure" and its

extensive agreement (?) with the muscle system of the f1 original phallapodemeu

could then be explained only wi th difficulty.

6. The. sperm. pump of the Cyclorrhapha

Development of a separate sperm pump--independent of the pballapodeme,

and connected only loo~ely with ~he base of the aedeagus by means of the eja-

culatory duct--would in any case be associated with a 'modification qf the mech-

anics of movement of' the aedeagus., in which cormexion it does not matter which

one of the three possibilities of interpreting its phylogenetio origin (page 28)

will eventually turn out to be right.

. ,
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ridae. In a number of random investigations of J?horidae, I, too, have been un- 12

1
J

3938
9.T 10.StBasim.apod.

2

Unfortunately, there exists no description of the hypopygium of the Scia-

doeeridae, Which, almost certainly, must be regarded as sister group of the

(1966) description of the hypopygium of Triphleba ~ntricolR SCHMI~Z.

able to find that pump, ancl, I also..J;lave. :found no mentio·n of i t in Venturi's

fied ground-plan characteriatics of- .the Cyclorrhapha. That is indicated by its

presence in Lonchoptera (Figures 7 and 11), in Opetia (Figures 17 ~d 28), and

in Flatypezina connexa, BOH. (Figure 19). It is, therefore, striking that Scbmitz

(1938) does not mention this pump in his very detailed description or the Pho-

A free sperm pump of that type would, with certainty, belong to the modi:-
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Phoridae.

Figures 38 and 39 - Hypopygium of Rhagio scoloP8ceus L. Of. in the text ~o+

interpretation of the muscles (NI. Bas. 1, M. Bas•.2, riI. 34a, r,i. 34b, b'L. 37 - 39).

Figure 38 - Lateral view of the entire ~opygium. The vertical brackets on the
left margin indicate the 9. sternite ("1"), the parameres ("2," with telomeres,
basimeres and basimeral apodeme) and the epandrial complex ("3,ft with ce~ci).
The parts located in. Planes' 1 and 2, which, in the Empidiformia and Cyclorrhapha,
together form the hypandrial complex, are dotted. Phallic apparatus hidden in
Plane 2. The forked arrow indicates the border between the A.ypandrial complex
(in this instance: 9. sterni te and parameres) and the epandrial complex•.

Figure 39 - Parameres of th"e right side 'of" the body, seen from the median plane.
Basimeral apo~eme sketched only in the distal section.
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a remarkable simple t S-shRped, heavily sclerotized tube, with a

A sperm pUmp appears to be missing also ~ several Platypezidae. Griffi ths

The fact that we do not know the groups of the so-called _1\ schiza actually

Unf'ortuna·tely, no definite data are available in the case of the Ironomyii-

P/lcAlpine (1967) has not (mentioned a sperm. pump in iihei~ case: ItThe a~dea-

and apodeme o~ Syrphid~e and Schizophora. n I have also been unAble to

sperm. pump in' Agothomiyia f'alleni (Figure' 24).' However, its demonstration

in Platypezina connexa (Figur~ 19) is adequate for ascribing this pump \Vi th

cally identified in his Figure 11, but shown ~ that Figure 11 ~ the area of

.~' ~.'~ ., 'v'r' iA t ..... ~.. ·t;C.,A--.,..Y\ j71~'-".J. :
the epandrium-might not, perhaps., be the sperm pump. .0 ). \. t. 1;:

ge~etic affini.ties Of these part1cuJ:l'ar ·groups.

:-·:Griffiths (1972, page 39)h~sdiscussed the possibility tha~!ip._e sperm

pump of the Cyclorrhapha is homologous with the "phallapodeme" of the other

not possessing a· sperm pump rather impedes definite assesrnment of the phylo-

not entirely certain Whether a structure (exhibiting two oval ~~line spots

.and a kind of apodeme)--neither m~tioned by rt!cAlpine in his text nor specifi-

~o~d sclerotized areas and musculature on the terminal parts or the ejacula

.'~:~: .. tory duct, but the conditions are very dtlferent in each case, and it is not

clear whether either is relevant to the characteristic ejaculatory pulp [sicl

if: (1972, page 39) bas stated in this connexion: "In two species of Platypez1dae,
--t" "'~" ,

~;~.r :

Folyporivora polypori (WILLARD) and Plesioclythia agarici (WILLARD)" I have

t'·.· .
~~~ .. free internal aedeagal apodeme." According to both that description and Figu-
t'·· .

..:~:~~: certainty rto the ground plan of the Platypendae.
~f:' .
:~;:

7Y:~~·... ··-.re II of the- afore-mentioned publication, ·this " aedeagal apodeme l1 represents
~...'. .
~ . ....~.•..

i~. th~ structure described in the present paper as "phallapodeme.• " However, I am
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ent, i.e. it is not connected by any nni:scle with another structure of the hy-

".- This p~ticular dllemma~migh:t·:be re-soJ.ved., if we, as I have already

arising on the p-hallapodeme af the' Cyclorrhapha wit,l],' those of other Diptera,

di:fficulties in interpreting the musculature. Homo~ogization of the muscles

~

belonging to the, Cyclorrhapha simuJ:~taneously·serves re part of a "sperm. pump"

the neomorphous s~:ructure; quite obviously the ph8.11apodeme of the Diptera not

Cyclorrhapha have arisen follOWing a splitting of the so-called tfphallapodeme"

Cyolorrhapha is a neomorphous structure contradicts the homology criterion of

popygium. According to G:riffiths, the aSsumption that the sperm pump of the

Howev~r, it appears to be clear in a general way that that hoinologization will

be 'possible some day in the fU~e. Griff~ths (1972,. page 39) has realize4 that.
:";

On the other hand, the sperm pump at the Cyclorrhapha is completely independ-

of the other Diptera. Griffithe, has 'stated that "no convincing evidence sup~orta

if we regarded n.ot the sperm pump, .but the phallapodeme of the Cyclorrhapha as

and as control lever ~or the aedeagus or of the endophallus, respectively. In

the Asilidae, Reichardt (1929rac~1ly doubted the :function o~ ,the pha11apodeme

as nsperm pump," and he referred to it. only as ~e n control apparatus l1 of the

in fact, has hitherto not been demonstrated in a truly satisfactory manner.

.penis.

,suggested previously, assume that the· phall~~odeme and the sperm pump· o:f the

ltcontip.ui~ o~ ~~ti?n,t1 "for 'it involves posi;u1ating that the ejaculatory

function has been lost by one structure, and taken 9ver by a neomorphous struc-

'. ture. n That objeotion, however, overlo'oks the fact that it would be valid 'also,

::? structure. That suggestion would be supported by the pecu1iarities mentioned

'~l~ further. above (page 28) :found in the cormection of the pha11apodeme of thE;!
~:;.. . .

Cyclorrhapha with the bypandrium. However, in thet case, we would be facing
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That, no doubt, .'~s'" true" since there exist no intermediate

As already mentioned further above (page 28), the two pairs of muscles,

i;his hypothesis. tt

\

~e muscles co~ecting the hy"pan~ial complex with' the epandrial complex. The-

~p of the Cyclorrhapha.

data to the contr~rY become available--that a splitting of that nature has

the two must be treated together. The follOWing discussion does not include

+atter, in fact, are important, since they demonstrate that the 9th sternite

~s part of the' bypl3.lldrial complex (c£. Hennig, 1976, in this connection); how-::

, /"'."

stages, and ·the sale interpre~a'tive, value of this hypoth~sis is that i t-and
.t"

, ../
apparently it alone at th~/present time-valould permit retention of tt;te prin-

./

cip~e of ~ontinuity ~~ctures just as or the principle of continuity of

function. Splitting of structures has, as has been. demonstrated, taken place

repeatedly also in the case of the hypopygium of the Diptera (splitting of

the ~s~li, of the epandr~um, of the ventral epandrial sclerite, etc.). I

therefore see no re·ason why we should not assume-at les.st until convincing

7. The muscle systems of the bypandrial complex and 'of the phallic. apparatus

The muscle system or muscUlature of' the phallic apparatus is so closely

"associated' with that' of the other structures of the bypandrial complex, that

following discussions.

~~.-, ··':'·~·i

. which in Empidiformia arise on the phallapodeme (ll e jaculatory apodeme,,,"T:J

'.._'. .'~.; ..... ..~~~-_.::·:;S~~~J .

... .

" '~e: muscles have already been discussed further above (pag·e 12). The muscles

connecting the hypandrium with the abdominal segr!len~~ ~ocated in front o:f the

. ever,. I have paid no particillarattention ..to them in both· Loncho12terA and Rha~o, .\ ...~ ~-;~!

9ccurred also in the case of the phallapodeme of the ground plan of the Diptera

"._and the Brachycera (as .precursor struoture for the phallapodeme and the sperm
. ~ .

.- ,,'·and, '-for tJ;1at reason, I am :forced .to exclude them from consideration in the
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erior }Jypandrial arms. ~a t strand, no doubt, is homo1.ogous with one of the

one could also. imagine that that strand corresponds to the whole of the muscle

two groups of fibers arising in the Calyptratae on the phallapodeme. However,

according to Ulrich, 1972, and 1974), ca~ probably be identified With the dor-

sal and ventral, muscle groups of the phallapodeme of the Calyptratae. In

Lonchoptera lutea (~igure 8), only one strong strand of muscle fj~bers arises

on'each side of the dorsal part of the vertical plate (which plate probably

corresponds to the actual phallapodeme), and these fibers' insert on the post-

f~l;>~~~ ~ving in the Calyptratae their origin on the phallapodeme.

Certain dif~iculties arise also in the attempt to identify the musculature

Bracbycera. On first approach, it appears significant that two pairs of muscles

ot .the bypandrial complex of the CAlyptratae wi~h that of relatively primitive

Figure 40 - Rha~O scolouaceus L., bypopygium, ventra). view. Right parameron
(outlined dotted shifted to the side. The "beam scleriteU (nBalkensklerit")
does not in all specimens exhibit Rn emargination as pronounced as in this in
stance. Cf. in the text for interpretation of muscles M. Bas 1, M. v 2 and M.
37 - 39-
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originate on the phallapodeme also :in Rhagio (Figure 43) and in the Asilidae

(Reichardt, 1929; Hennig, 1936; Figure 48). Once we take into consideration

the differences in the construction of the. skeleton, it is, perhaps, most

readily pas'sible to identi~J the two pairs o:f muscles (IDJ. and lD;a) of Machimus

with the -two groups of muscle fibers of the Empidiformia and Cyclorrhapha.

In Rhagio~ there also arise two pairs of muscles on the phallapodeme. The

.one inserts on· the beam-shaped scleri te, which separates the base of the phFll-

Ius sheath. from the inner wall of the basime~~es; the other one inserts on a

pair of a~odemes,. which I, ~urther above, have identified in preliminary fash-

ion nth the gonapophyseal apodemes of more primitive !>iptera. If that inter-

pretation is c'orrect, we could compare that muscle probably only wi th hiuscle

n~1 which Ne~nn (1958) has described in Trichocera. Structures that can be

interpreted ~~ certain~ as gonapopbyses or gonapophyseal apodemes are not

known in the cyclorrhapha (cf. further above, page 24). For that reason, it

must be as:sumed tha t the ~muscle of Rhagio in question has not been retained by

the Cyclorrhap~~ If the hypothesis is right that the gonapophyses are involved

in the construction of the aedeagus of the Cyclorrhf\pha, \ve would have to ex-

pect tba-t muscl.e fibers, corresponding to 1fuscle ttmTT o:f RhAgiO, insert at the

base of ~e aedeagus. Muscle fibers of that ~pe are not found in Lonchoptera

lutes, and apparently also not in Empie borealis. However, it would be inter-

esting to examine in that regard other Empididae, in w.aich the gonapophyseal

apodemes have~ perhaps, been ret~ined (Che11poda; cf. further above, page 24).

- :.: 'Muscl.es M.· ·37 - M. 39 of Rhagio can be identified withen' difficUl ty ~ th 22

Muscle-Irq at r,tachimus (Figure 48) , with l~~uscle 1 of the Empidiformia (Ulrich,

1972; 1974-)J and wi th the ventral group of muscles (IiI. 37 - M. 39) o~ the phall-

apodeme of the Calyptratae.

:'
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on -the phallapodeme] is not present in Rhagio, if' Vle exclude from consideration

A muscle, that could be identified withqut difficulties with the dorsal

group of muscle fibers [which group arises in the Bmpidiformia (according to

or Diptera, respectively, which muscle could be homologous with the correspond-

. .

the gonapophyaeal (?) muscle (m) already mentioned. T~e insertion of the fib-

Ulrich, 1972; 1974), in Lonchoptera lutea (Figure 8), and in the C?lyptratae

ers of this dorsal muscle complex differs even in Calyptratae (CalliphorA, De

lia), but these differences can be readily explained on the basis of shiftings

(cf. Hennig, 1976). In the ca~e ofa muscle of r~latively primitiv~ Brachycera

Fi~e 41 - Rhagio scolonaceus L., hypandrial complex (9. st.ernite $nd paramer- .~
es and phallic apparatus seen from the dorsal side, following removal of the I
epandrial complex. Right p~~ameron (outline dotted) vdth basimeral apodeme shift- f.

ed to the right. Cf. in the text for interpretation of the muscles 'm. 1; M. Bas 1., I
M. Bas 2, IVI. 34a and M. 34b). ~ey: 1, Phallus sheath; 2, Dorsal bridge.
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Figure 42 - Rh2~ scolopaceus L., epandrial complex seen from the ventral
side. Of. in the text for interpretation of muscles M. C, M. 30 1, M. 31 +
42 + 43 ?, M. 43a. Ci. Figure 41 for insertion of muscle' M. 34a.

expect that tt inserted on the dorsal wall of the basimeres or, also, on the

bridge (as sclerotized base of the phallus sheath) connecting the dorsal walls

of the basimeres Viith each other. As already stated, such a nnlscle is not

p~esent in Rhagio, but is present in TrichocerA (Muscle 1, according to Neu

mann, 1958). I consider it to be important tha~ a muscle is present in Ta

banus (M. 193, according to ~nhag, 1951), which connects the pbRllapodeme with

the ·basimeral apodemes. If ~e imagine that the bas~eral apodemes, with re-

.::.tention of this ff1Uscle 193, have been gradually shortened daVin to complete
... .'

reduction (8 process, vlhich, doubtlessly, has -t"aken° pl-aceo'"several times '1h~-

=independent ° fashion" in the Br-achycera), we would, in the case of this muscle,

arrive at a course, that oorresponds exactly to that of the dorsal muscle

I
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Figures 43 and 44 - Rhagio scolopaceus L.

Figure 43 - Phallic apparatus, lateral view~ D. ej.: Entry of the ejaculatory

duct. Cf. Figure 41 for course o! muscle m ? Cf. Figure 40 for co~~se or muscles

M. 37 - 39. Of. in the text for interpretation of the lIiusc~es.

Figure 44 - Longitudinal section through the hypopygium. The section has been·

performed in a manner bringing about that the right parameron (fa.cing the vi.ewe~)

has' been removed; only the distal part of the basimeral apodeme has been sketched.

Left parameron not sketched. Cr. in the text for·interpretation of muscles 11. C,

M. v 1, M. v 2,11. 34a (cf. Figure 41 for insertion), 1"t. 34b, IvI. 3D,?, and M.

31 - 42 - 43. The forked arrow indicates the border be'tween the bypandrial com

plex (or the basimeres, respectively) and (in particular, in 'this instance) the

phallic apparatus, on the one hAnd, and the epandrial complex, on the other one.

Key: 1, ?3eam sclerite; 2, Phallus sheath.

muscle group of,Empis borealis, of LonchopterA lutea, Rnd of the Calyptratae.

In connexion wi th this particular question, it would be of great impor-

tance to investigate the musculature of Atelestus pulicRrius, since the basi

meral apodemes have retained their full length in that species (Figures 28



also modified characteristics, and is not in every respect closely associated
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_-- Phal1apodem(~--

45

responds· rather to the connection between the pballapodeme and the bypandrium

with the ground plan of the Bracbycera.

In Lonchoptera, we, furthermore, :find two muscle strands (Figure 6), which

proceed from the lateral walls of the hypandrium to the ventral part of the

cera would also be important, sinoe Rhagio scolouaceus, no doubt, possesses 42
and 29).. Knowledge of the musculature of other· .relatively primitive Brachy-

rtphallapodeme" or, respectively, to that part of the vertical plate, that cor-

...~._ 1

Fi~es 45 ?~d 46 - Xyloph.y@s ater MErGEN (Xylophagidae).
"

Pi~e 45 - Phallic appara'tus (with basimeral apodeme), lateral view. Key: 1,

J?hallus sheath.'
. .

Fi~e 46 - Phallic appara~s. (phallapodeme tilted A little to the side) and

right basimeron (outline only), seen from the dorsal side, following removal o:f

the epandri.al compl.ex. M, 34a: Field on ~'1.e dorsal WAll of the basimeres, on

which this IIDlscle probably is inserted (cf. Figure 41). Key: 1, Phallus sheath.
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Figure 47 - Phallic apparatus -of Empis borealis L., lateral view.' Hypandrium

only indicated (outline dotted) to the extent that its connection to 'the phallic

apparatus is of importance. Key: 1, Dorsal bridge.

'.' ,;.

nO:'!':"

'\

Fi~e 48 - Machimus atricapillus FALL.uiil (Asilidae). Phallic apparatus and

right parameron. Muscles m.t , tria end 'IQ3 shown after Reichardt (192~). Cf. in

the te~ for interpretation.

I

I
i ,

t,
r.
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than to the actual phallapodeme. On the basis of both the situational re-

lationships and the ~ourse of the muscle strands, I consider it to be possible

that they correspond to the muscles,' that have been described in the Calyptra-

tae as M. 40 and ,l.~. 41." 'Comparative muscles apparently have not been des-

cribed in the Empidifo~~. In the hypandrial complex of Rhagio, we may con-

sider probably only either the ventral muscles, which connect the ninth ster

nite with the base of the basimeres (rav. 1 ~..nd 2, in Figures 40 and 44) or,

also, the two muscle strands, which connect the inner wall of the basimeres

or, respectively, the basimeral apodemes with the beam-shaped sclerite, Which

forms the boundary between the inner wall of the basimeres and the phallus

sheath (M. Bas. 1 and 2" in Figures 39 and 41). This particular question can

be re~olved only on the basis of intensive comparative investigations of num-'

erous Brachycera.

8. The sister gratin af the Cyclorrhapha

The monophyly of the Brachycera is one of the best established facts in

the phylogenetic systematics of the Diptera. The same is valid for the Cyclo
oJ

r~hapha as~monophyletic subgroup of the Brc:chyoera. I-Iowever, as very frequently

in comparable cases, there still exists doubt regarding the sister group ~f

the dyclorrhapha, and the suggestion of parapbyly arises in the case of that

particular group, Which, in the usual systems, may appear as ,'"sister group ot

the Cyclorrhapha (Brachycera -orthorrhapha; "Brachycera," in the ch~~tlist of

the··North-AmericaQ. Diptera, and in other publications using that ch~~k1ist).

---Previous-.authors.,. sUbsequ~ntly.-,also the· present author, Rohdendorf (1964)
• : u_ '4

~arid'-=G""rif'fiths (1972) have·' assumed that there exists a sister-group relation-

ship between the Cyclorrhapha and the Empidiformi.a. For that reason" these two
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.groups ha:ve been united under one name, viz a Eremoneura, 1'Iuscomorpha. The

. It synapomorphisms ft of the t:Ro ~oups E~pidif'ormia and CyclorrhRpha (apomorphic'

ground-plan characteristtcs = Buta.pomorphisms of the Eremoneura) have been Qut

-lined by Griffiths (1972, pp~ 58 and 59). The six characteristi~s presented

.:by·him~i.thout exception-are somewhat 'problematic (cf. further below, page 46).

On the basis of other characteristics, ~ (1973) have, ~th certain reservations,

accepted the more conventional view, and have united the Empidiformia with the

Asiliformia in one group, viz. the Asilomorpha. The reasons leading me 'to un~

dertake that step were, above all, the following.ones:

There is no doubt that the number of segments of the antennal flagellum

is greatly re~uced in the Empidiformia as in the Cyclorrhapha compared to the

ground plan of the Brachycera. In the Cyclorrhapha, th.q,t flagellum consists

in the ground plan of four segments; in the Empidiformia, however, it consists

."
.

in the ground plan only of' three segments. It appears that the Empidiformia

with regard .to that characteristic (more strongly modified, compared to 'the Cyc

lorrhapha) correspond to the Aailifo~a.,-
In order to avoid misunderstandings, it may,. perhaps, be appropr~ate to 44

present at t~s point several general reInarks regard'ing '-the segmentation of

the antenna. In ta:xonomic papers, we still frequently find at. the pre~ent ti~e

that the number of "antennal segments" present in a given. dipteran gIioup is
I

. reported, while no consideration is given to the .individual antennal ;parts--

already present in the ground plan of the InsectA~thes~ segments' actual~ be-

·long to. That aspect, how~ver, is important, s'ince, :for .in'~t~ce, _!". ~~_~'::~ion 

of the scapus (the "first. antenna1 segment"), 'no doubt, is different,from a

reduction in the distal-parts of the antennae

.,........
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Figures 49·to54 - Antennalf1a.gellum (funiculus:" dotted;ariata) of Gloma ,
iUscipennis :MEI·GEi .. (:wmpidi:dae; Figure 49)', Sciadocera ruf'01Il.Aculata WHITE (Scia
doceridae;, Figure 50), Conicera Atra lJIEIGEN (Phoridae; Figure 51) Opetia ..nigra

·-MEIGEN··~(Platypezidae;'Figure 52)-;-Ag"athomyia falleni ZETTERSTEDT (l'lavpezidaej'
Figure. 53), a~d Lonchoptera lutea PANZER (Lonchopteridae; Figure 54). .
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the correspondence between the Empidiformia and the A!sili-

I /0 rA
rA .

In the literature (Oldroyd, 1~64) it has been reported that' the/~~th)ter-
\.----'

No. doubt,.

page 63 in this connection. . /--+t¥-{.h- fv' 7~~Li 1: r'.d\
~ .

2. Evolution of the ninth tergite in the female ovipositor
--------~~~--~~~-~-------~------~~~~-~~~

first antennal. segments. In 'all Oyclorrhapha, Empidiformia and Asiliformia,

but also in' other Brachycera (Bombyliidae, lremestrinidae, among other groups),

these exists, a distinct difference betvveen the' ~irst segment and the' follow-

teristic could 'then (like,. probably, the reduction o:f the spermathecae to one)'

speak at the same time for. the monopbyly of the Empidiformia. However, of. also

formia may be readily regarded as convergen~e" and this, in particular, because

a reduction of' the flagellal segments to ~o appears already in Opena (Cyclo

rrhapha) (:Figure 52):We woUld then. have to assume that th~ last common ances~
/

~ ,tl:le case of the Empidiformia, the arista consists in the ground plan

ot tw~ segments (one short one, and one long one; in that of the Cyclorrhapha,

however ,. of' three segments. (two short ones, and one long one).

as is done in some papers de'aling \vith Cyclorrhapha.

segment as ~culus, and the remaining flagellal segments together as arista,

The terms scapis and pedicellus are generally used to describe the two

it appears suitable to express that dif~erence by describing ·the first flagellal

tors of the Eremoneura exbibi ted three segments in the arista. That num~~r

would then have been retained by ·the Cy,?lorrhapha (as passive plesi~morphic

.characteristic), whil.e 1 t 'was reduced to,two in the Empidiformia •. Thet charac-
......

~.

gi.~e, ~rI. the: Asilidae , :Mydidae~ Apiceridae 'and Therevidae,. consist~ Qf .:tWo- strong

spines and the bristle...bearing hendtergites. ~' acnthophorites" ). Since other 45.

."

, .
i - - - •

characteristics (morphology of.. ,the larvae) also indicate that the afore~mentioned ' ..* . ~.' :.
. :~,/It\.,;~ ~~.

. . ...". _'P~..t~~•••, ...... ' •••_,._.:.'_.-_•••~: •••'.,••• ,__'.~._'_ .. ~._.,,_.:••:._••••• _ ~:_2t!i.~··
-0 O' " __ _ -:-~:~:~~;t;!~~b-' _.~..:.~~.:.-__ .. -~ -- - -_. ..
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Figure 55 - Terminal segnents (S.• abdominal segment and follOWing ones) of the

female ovipositor of Microphorus sycophantor l'i1:EIJNDER, dorsal view.

:families (together With the Scenopinidae) form a monophyletic group (viz. the

Asiliformia), I assumed that the division of the ninth female abdominal ter-

gite into two hemiter~tes also belonged to the modified characteristics of

this group. The occurrence of the same characteristics in the DolichoP9did~e

(Crampton, 1942; Colless and D.K. McAlp~e, 1970) appeared to provide the

possibility of seeing in it a synapomorPhY ot the Asiliformia and the Empidi-

formia. Since then, however, it has been established that the 9th tergi te of

the female abdomen is undivided in the ground plan of the Empidi:f"ormia, Ftnd

also that that tergite does not bear strong spines. He~tergites (or acantho-

.-

phorites, respectively) apparently occur only in the Dolichopodidae (:for in-

stanc~;·Epi~i~s~ius; ~cco·rciiIig -to' BesovskY~·· 1966) and -in the MiC?rophorus _-

group·· (1licr~Eho~s, Fi~e 55). That is a further piece o:f evidence indicating

that this group must be regarde~ as sister group of·the TIolichopodidae And,

therefore, must be separated from the Empididae. On the other hand, it appears

~ ......... ""- \"..,..-- ~-- \--- .. -_ .... _....... -..::: ....... - ---- .... -- , .....

.J
I,
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~.: that hemitergites are absent a180 in the Scenopinidae, which, no d.oubt, belong

(-.

~:.. to the Asiliformia. Tnat characteristic has to be investigated in some detail

:i

in comparative studies. However, it appears that splitting of the ~emale ab-

dominal tergite, in the Asi1ifOrmia and the EmPidifOrmia,~as occurred by con

vergence, and belongs neither to the ground plan of the on\group nor, to that

of the other one. 0-",-- J. .. "J/'j1./-:~ .
c,v--.- !;'" ,/,,//,,;(:.-._::1_,

2:....~~-b~~~ti£ia~_~~s

Edwards (1938, page 6). has stressed the ~ference between true tibial

spurs and the b~stles occasionally takL~g their place, which bristles rather

frequently are also described as tibial spurs. ~he true tibial spurs--whiCh,

ac~ord1ng to Edwards, bear delicate h.~irs, in contrast to the always smooth

\IV'- .

bristles--apparently have been taken over~the ground plan of the Diptera

from that of a superordinate group (Mecopteroidea?). Their absence, then, ~ould

represent an apomorphic (redu~tive).characteristic, Which, no doubt, has evolved

several times ·in different dipteran groups by means of conver.gence.

Among the Oyclorrhapha, it appears, according to Edwards~(~938, page 6,

footnote), that true (hair-bea'ring)~ibial'spurs occur only in the Phoridae.

. ." .

I my~el:f. have established that fact a.s well as (by m~ans of random inv~stiga-

tions) of their ~bl?ence ~ the P1atypezidae, Lonchoptenaae and 'Sciadoceridae~

. .

Although it is rather striking that true tibial'spurs should have be.en. retained

in the Phoridae ~therNise primitive in no way, there can be little doubt that

they. stil:I belong to the ground plan of the Oyclorrhapha •

. _.~.:_. Among the 'orthorrhaphan Brachycera, it appears that· true tibial spurs oc-

cur .only in the Homoeodactyla. In the case of the Asiliformia and-·the-Emidi-

"

form1a-:-~ 'Hendel (1936 - 1937), who un1-ted these two groups, under the name of

~ KtA.,.f/'tJ\..~~· ll..~ oJVl., h~v-~--b!'_~:,.,.~'_~{ .( ,(\. "''''- "-.tG\,ijW)

, '..• '. .~~~_~'. , ti-,~ ,l. ,~t.\.L.:,"" .
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"Heterodactyla,1I specifically stressed the absence of hair-bearing tibial

spurs, and Collin (1961, page 4) 'flrote \Vi th respect to the Empididae: "The ti-

biae never possess the true· apical spurs. of some other families o~ the Brachy-

cera, but their plaee is often tAken by bristles, or the tip o~ the tibia may

be produced as a spur. t1

Even i:f the frequent reduction of t~e tvlo tibial spurs (already in several

subgroups of the LimoniidAe) considerably limits the importance of this-no

dOUbt, apomorphic--characteristic, it is nevertheless worthy of note that the

, Cyclorrhapha also in this instance, as in the construction of the antenna,

possess in the ground plan a more primitive characteristic than all other "He-

terodactjla" (inoluding the :8mpidiformia).

In the larvae of the Brachycet'a, the dorsal wall of the head capsule con-

tinues on deep into the thorax• .As far as is knovm, the posterior part of the

head-c~psule.wall is separated by a suture from the anterior, chief~ free part

only in the larvae of· the Asilifor1I1ia and the Empidiformia. The posterior, se

parate part exhibits the form of either one metacephalic rod (Asiliformia) or

two such rods (Empidiformia). That characteristic e's~parate metacephalic rods")

might be regarded as synapomorphi~ of th~ Asiliformia -and the Empidiformig •

. The di:fference between these two groups is hardly of ~ignificance, since the

unpaired metacephalic rod occa~ionAlly is rather broad also in the larvae of

the Asiliformia, and~ on the other hand, the two lateral metaoePhalic rods of

the Empidiformia, of course, are also interconnected by means of a.cuticulAr

intermediate structure. The difference between the two groups under considera-

tion, in essence, is only a gradual one, and it exists only in a sclerotization

of varying thickness located at the center of the f1 metacephalic" portion of

tl+e head capsule.

46
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~he cephaloph~geal skeleton of cyclorrhaphan larvae apparently does

not exhibit any evidence indicating tha t it be s ~volved :from a primitiva

state, in which the posterior part of the dorsal head-capsul~ wall was sepa-

rated by a suture from an anterior part. That, however, is not certain, and a

new investigation of the cephalopharyngeal skeleton of' the larvae of the 80-

called n.Aschizatt is urgently required.

On the other hand, separation of "metacephalic rods" could have taken place

by convergence in the Asiliformia and the Empidiformia. For instance, the lar-

vae of the Xylophagidae, \vhich certainly are not more closely related to the

Empidiformia, also exhibit ~RO metacephelic rods.

The correspondences existing between the Asiliformia and the Empidiformia,

which are i.nterpreted as "synapomorphisms, 11 and then could' speak for the mono-

phyly of the group of Asilomorpha (Asiliformia plus Empidiformia), thus., are

no-t highly convincing. In any case, they do not depreciate the r~asons sp.eak

i.ng for the monophyly of' a ~oup oj;' Eremoneura (Empidiformia plus. Cyclorrhapha).

1
On the other hand, these reasons , in turll, are not so fully convincing that

they could make up for any possible reason to the c'ontrary:

(1) The V-like ahape -of the hypopharyngeal skeleton of the larVae could,

after all, be based on purely superficial resemblance. So far, we ~ave no de-

tailed comparative morphological investigation, which ~Quld demonstrate, which

correspondences between the larvae of the Empidiformia and those of the Cyclo-

rrhapha might be regarde~ Y'li th great probability as synapomorphisms.

(2) and (3) The corre~p~~dence~_i~ the ~ng ve~atio~, in faet, are actu

ally in existence. Ho\vever, they are relatively trivial, so that convergence

cannot be excluded, an~ this in particular since convergence of just characters

has to be assumed with certainty in other families.

1
The numbering below follows that of Griffiths (1972).
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In the case of the three other correspondences in the construction of the

male copulatory apparatus, which correspondences Griffiths has interpreted as

"synApomorphisms" in the Empidiformia Rnd the Cyclorrhapha, .my interpretation

of the morphological situations deviates so greatly from that of Gri~fiths,

that we are forced to assess also their value as evidence for the e:x:i..stence of

a Sister-group relationship between Empidiformia and Cyclorrhapha:

(4) "Basimeres (0) expanded dorsally, forming large lateral plates, which

are only narrowly separated on dor3U1D. of genital segment. t1

According to my interpretation, the basimeres are largely (perhaps, apart

from minor independent clasp-like rests of their wall in the vicini ty of the

telomeres; of. further above, page 16, in Microphorus and Lonchontera) fused

r
i

f

t
r
l

11

~ .

h
;j
~ .

, ;:.

. ~. with the ninth sternite in both the Empidiformia and the Cyclorrbapha. That

~ ~f.::- finding, in :fact, may be interpreted also as synapamorphism of the Empidifor-a

~(.

mia and the Cyclorrhapha, even if in a manner entirely different from that ou~-

lined by Gri:ffiths. Fusion of the basimeres with the ninth sternite, however,

occurs so frequently in Diptera that we are hardly permitted to draw conclus-

ions on the basis of that correspond~nce.

(5) nEpandrium (cf) either lost or fused With cerci. 1t

1.-·r-

That interpretation, as I have tried to demonstrate further above, is not

oorrect either in the case of the E-m.pidif~rm:i.a nor in that of the Cyclo~~pha.

(6) "Aedeagus (d') slender, upcurved distally."

The construction of the aedeagus hitherto is fR:r too little known to per-

mit interpretation of correspondences in the general shape of that structure

as ''synapomorphisms • 'I

Despite these restrictions and reservations, I s~11 believe that we are

probably permitted to regard the Empidiformia and the CyclorrbaPha as sister

I
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As I have already outlined further above (page 24), I believe that it is

investigations.

..

from the tip o~ the basimeres (ttbasistylilJ
)., however,"perrDits the assumption

~hat, also in .this ins·tanoe,. the telomeres no longer, as in 'other groups (in

Brachycera, which I Will outline here once more in unified fashion. That'hypo-

hypothesis regarding the evolution of· the male copulatory a.pparatus in the

the Bombyli.idae), Empidiformia and Cyclorrhapha, but n.ot for the two groups

mentioned last•.

The formation of an 11 aedeagus" from endophallus And phallus sheath in the
. . . ~~."~'''~--------..... .

Aslliformia., Empidiformia· and Cycl6rrhaph~couJ..dbe associated with other 00-
. "----:-0' .__. ._..,....•..:-'

difications in the hypopygium: During the copulation of r4achimus atricapillus,

sure, have to be investigat~d in particular detail. Once that had been done,

we .would have a synapomorphic characteristic for the Asiliformia (excludiD.g

is fused solidly With ~~~ en.~~~~~~~~.~.~~o the .naed~.~~~,~n so .~~at the latter

can 1?e moved only in toto. Whether that morphological interpretation of the
-~... ",,~- ..-.,..-_ ....

probable that the Asiliformia, Fmpidiformia and Cyelorrhapha oorrespond, and'-- .... \ ..•_~ -_..... .. \ ---- ..-.::;::.. .......- '-"'-~.'.,

deviate from the ffHomoeodactyla" and the Bombyliidae,. in that the pballus sheath-.....- ....... ~........... . -_... '. . . --,.-

groups within one· monophyletic group .( viz•. the Eremoneura), and that Griff'iths
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aeCireagus 1~ appl~cable also in the case of the Cyclorrhapha would still, to be

thesis, of cqurse, has still to 'be tested on the basis of ertensive oomparative

./
I

tunately, no observations ar~ available regarding. that· aspect in' other AsilidAe.·

Karl's (1959)· report thatme ·telomeres (Ildist,istyli," acco"rding to histe1'mi-:

.~logy) are engaged, in -the majority· ...of the As~lidae, more or le~_?:_t.~ away'

,-t~rminology) are "inserted into the vagina together with' the penis. If Unfor- ··....V·

. according to Rei,~hardt (1929), the te10meres ("parameres,n according ·to his



kno¥m regarding the function of these processes during copulation. Similar pro- 'I

cesses OCCl..tr also in Empi.dif'ormia and Cyclorrhapha on the hypandrium (which,
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the gr0ll?-d plan- of the Diptera and still in that of the Brachycera) clasp the

~e~.le abdomen fi-om the outside, but are inserted into the female genital open

_~g, Hwhere' they bring about solid anchoring of the male· parts by means of the

~is.~l~sn .(Rei~har~t,.. J'age 261, iii Machimus)~ In several Asilidae (for in...

~~Ei.D.?e, Onnnatius, among other :forms), the telomeres, .according to Karl, are
. .

.~till engaged ~n the basimeres near the apex or these structures. Observation

of copulation, of" course, would be particularly important in these groups.

. In many Asilidae, the baaimeres exhibit either one or several (for in- 48

stance, in Em:ohysomera, and Dioctria) processes; un:fortunately, nothing is

in these instanoes, also contains the basimeres as is generally kno~n). In

Empis borealis., they ("hypfindrial processesn ) are, according to Ulrich (1972),

finally inserted into the female gemtal opening.

Unfortunately, nothing at all is known regarding copulation in the fami

lies otherwise (apart from the Asilidae) belonging to the Asiliformia. The

finding.s I have obtained in random emminationa of the hypopygium. of Therevi-

dae, RhopAlia and Scenopinus hardly suggest that the telomeres, in these cases,

have retained their original function, viz. to clasp the female abdomen fi-om

the out.side~

My assumption is tha1i tb:e Heterodactyla (-#\.siliformia plus Eremoneura)

form 8: monophyletic group, in vlhich a combined copu.latory organ (the II aedeagUs" ),

.~l1:i:ch c~n be moved only in_ i ts en~irety, has evolved .t::rom ~e enC;~p~.:l.lus. ~d'

:?-~:s: sheath (lIphallua _sheath"). ~imu1taneou3ly and, perhaps, in functional re

latio~, the telomeres have abandoned their original function of clasping the

:femsle abdomen :from the outside. Instead, they took over the lateral guidance

II
I·

I'
I
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. of the n·e"Y,ly combined copulator-j organ or th'e anchoring of the male co'pulatory

apparatus in ~e female genital opening. In that task, they are frequently

supported by·accessory appendages (processes) of the basimeres.

~~_ ·AIl these features must not necessarily have been present fully developed

already ~A..~e ground plan of the UHeterodactyla. n Rather, evolution to ·the

final states, in part, very similar, would have taken plAce in several parallel

processes. In the Empidiformia', the telomeres have usually been completely re-

duced. Apparently, they have been retained only by the ~IIicrophorus group and

by the Dolichopo<Udae. The question whether they have been retained· by the
!

. r·\·.· .

Cyclorrhapha (as "posterior gonapopbyses" of" the Lonchopteridae; '''interior

~., I,i

forcepstt of the Platypezidae; postgonites or the SchizophorA?) has as yet not

been ·finally established•..

Once ·the telomeres had relinquished the function of clasping the female

abdomen ~rom the outside, there evolved substitute organs in the Heterodac~la.

In the Asilidae, the epandrium took over the func.tion of the. telomeres: In the

majori~J of cases, the ninth tergite (epandrium) has been split either comple-

tely or almost completely into two halves. These halves form. the I1 superior

foraepsfl described by Reichardt [the Germsn word "Hal tezange" could also be

trB;Ilslated as hold~, clamping or claspi..l1.g forceps; Transl.], which, just like

the basimeres ("·inferiol: :forceps"), "are located during copulation along the

,... outside of the 9vipositor of the female." In Asilidae with inverted hypopygium,

it appears that the basimeres function chiefly as forceps (Reichardt, 1929,

page 299 and earlier pages). That finding, perhaps, supports K~rl's (1959,

page 697) asgumption that the splitting of the ninth tergite (in all Asilidae,
.=._._~..-..__ -....-,.... oI' ~ _..... ~,.__ ._ ~ __ ••• _ _J .•._ _ ••. _ -.,.••.• - ~. \. _~ .

which never exhibit an inverted hypopygium) corresponds to the ground plan of

the Asilidae, and that the uni:fo~ty of' this te~gite in some Dasypogoninae
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(which frequently exhibit an inverted 1)ypopygi1l.m) must be interpreted as

secondary in character. Unfortunately, it is not known vtaether the telomeres

are inserted into the vagina also in Laphria and other Dasypogoninae.

oIn- the Empidiformia, the .ninth tergite usually is also split completely

or·· ablost completely. Unfortunately , it is not known whether its two halves

also in this group, like in the Asilidae, have occasionally the function of

forceps. Ulrich (1972, page 17) has stated in connection with the copula.tion

of Thlpis borea.lis: "The gonopods (meaning the two halves of the ninth tergite)

wi th their processes apparently do not have the function of embracing the fe-

male genital complex; at best, they would serve as supporting surface for the

eighth segment. I':G 1lD1st remain open at the present time v/hether these structures

·have a clasping fu..7lction during the first phase of copulation, i. e. 'when the

female is seized."

In the Empidiformia and the Cyclorrhapha this clasping function if fre-

quently performed by the It surstyli. H These structures usually are regarded

as outgrowths of the epandrium (or of the ninth tergite, respectively), and,

th~, as modified characteristics of these two groups (perhaps, as s~po

morphism). The assumption th~t they are homologous to the telomeres cannot be

defended.

According to the working hypothesis outlined in the present paper, ~e'

surstyli correspond to the loth segment. In this connexion it must be assumed

that the tenth tergite, which in the ground plan of the Brachycera (and still

°ib.-Rba·gio and Sargus, am.ong other forms) still forms a uniform plAte, And in

:the Heterodactyla (Asili:fOrmia, Empidiformia, and Cyclorrhapha) is split into
,~

two parts, while the corresponding (10th) sternite (AS "ventral epandrial

sclerite; cf. page 7) initially was retained ~s uniform plate.

'I.,
'.i
I

:1
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If that hypothesis should turn out to be right, the question would arise

whether the residues of the tenth tergite have been retained also in the Asi-

lifo~a and can there be demonstrated. On first approach, that·appears not

to be the case in the Asilidae. I ~ssume, however, that the present interpre-

tations of the nproctigerU of thAt group requires revision. .A ccording to

Reichardt (1929, page 262), we must. distinguish three "lamellae" in the prec-

tiger of MAChimus atric~pil1us: The pnired supra-anal lAmin~e Are located on

the dorsal side, And the unpaired "3Ub-anal lamina" ·is located 0It the ver.r.traJ..

side. Vlithout d01..1bt, the "sub-anal lRmina" corresponds to the "ventral lamella

of the proctiger," in Karl's (1959) terminology, and, thus, to the tenth ster

nite, in my interpretation (cf'. p?Jge 7). On the other hand, I bave my doubts

Whether the "suprR-anal laminaen ORn be identified vii tb. the cerci, since, in

Machimus Atricapillus, ~vo small lobe~, mentioned neither by Reichardt nor by

Karl, are located distal of the Tlsupra-anal laminae" in the dorsal area of the

,anal opening (Figure 56): I do not_exclude the possibili~ that we might be

dealing here with cerci, and that the "supra-anal lAminae" must be interpreted

as derivatives of the tenth tergite. Karl (1959, page 633), too, 'has stated:

"The cerci of the Asilidae.little'resemble ~pical insect cerci. Perhaps for

that reason, some authors interpret these structures not as cerci, but as 'dor-

sal lamellae,' etc."

Even in the Empididae, I believe that it is possible that the derivatives

of'the tenth tergite occasionally h~ve been regarded as cerci. ~s Ulrich (1972,

·· ..p~ge 25) has I'ightly pointed out, Baebrmann (1960) bas sometimes, properly iden

ti:fied the derivatives of the ninth tergite as such, but' has interpreted them

in other instances as "gonopods" (or Ttbasistyle" = basimeres), and occasionally

he has also not recognized the ce~ci. However, When Ulrich (1972, page 25)
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Figures 56 and 57 - Epanmal complex (dorsal view) of ]/Iachimus atricapillus
FALLEN (Figure 56: Asilidae). and Empie borealis L. (Figure 57: Empididae).
L.s.: Suranal plate; C or Sst ?: Cerci or surstyli. Interpretation of these
two structures is outlined in the text.

regards as the "most .important resul t n of his work that, in the Empididae in-

vestigated by him, Tlthe gonopods or their basal segments, respectively, are

fused with the epandrium,u that, too, is not correct, as.has been demonstrated

in detail in the present paper. Um¢.stakFlble surstyli are present in some
r i.:.

Empididae (for instance, in WiedemanniAj in that case, interpreted and des-

~ribed by Ulrich, 1972, as Ttgonostylin). In other forms, on the other hand,

they supposedly are missing. However, I believe that it is possible that these

" structures are nevertheless.. ,present in several genera, in which they are sup-

pose41Y missing, but have been regarded by B~ehrmann as well as by Ulrich as

"cerci." In his Figure 31, for instance, Baehrmann (1960) has illustrated

in several species a "connecting bridge between cereal base and aedeagal base tl

(nv ," in his Figure 31). However, according to my knOWledge, a connection to

the base of the aedeagus is exhibited only by the surstyli or their inner v/alls,

i
r

I
I
I
I

I
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I
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I
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respectively, formed by the tenth sternite (the "ventral epandrial scleritett ).

In Empis borealis (Figure 57), two lobes are present on the dorsal side of the

appendages described by Ulrich (1972, Figures 9 to 11) as "cerci," which lobes

are not shown in 'Ulrich' s illustrations. Perhaps, thB.·t are the ~eal cerci. On

the other hand, the appendages described by.Ulrich as ltcerci" could be sur-

styli or derivatives of the tenth tergite. They, in fact, are connected with

the arore-mentioned lobes (cerci?) by means of a fold, but othe:rwis'e connected

wi-thout sutures, and are separated from the ventral epanclriRl sclerite (tenth

sternite) by a membranous stripe. HOV'lever, A connection of that type between

the cerci and the sursty-li, and a separation of the inner wall of the surstyli

from the lOth sternite (or its derivRtive~, respectively) occurs also in the

Anthomyiidae (~f. Hennig, 1976); Why then not also in several Empididae? My

asswmption, perhaps, is supported by Ulrich l s report on the function of the

supposed cerci (sursty1i?) of Empis borealis: nFor clasping its pArtner, the

male uses the cerci, Which embrace the base of the eighth segment of the fe-

male ••• tI The cerci, in fact, occasionally take on a c~aspingfunction of

that nature also in the Calyptratae, but this always only in conjun.ction with

the surstyli located in front of the cerci, With whicll they are then connected

in artie-Collar fashion. Difficulties, to be sure, arise in connexion with 01-

rich f S description of the muscle syst~~, since the two muscles of ~e cerc·i

(m. 8 and M. 9) described by him arise on the ventral epandrial sclerite•. The
)

motor musculature of' the surstyli, however, arises in the Cyclorrhapha on the

ninth t~rgite.

-
investigations of the epandrial complex (in particular, of its distal area

and of the proctiger) of the Asiliformia and the Empidiformia. These invest1-
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gations should cover (apart from the muscle .~stems) also the location of the

anal opening. In l'tL8c"himus (Figure 56), that opening is located at the distal

. .

end of the proctiger, and in the Cyclorrhapha it is usually located between

the cerci or also dorsally of the .pronmal margin" of the cerci (cf. Hennig, 1976).

Even if the hypothesis that the surstyli originally evolved as substitute

organs for the telomeres, which have ~elinquished their function as clasping

organs, should turn out to be right, we would not be permitted to conclude that

only the surstyli have retained their original (primitive) function as clasp-

ing organs. Apart from the' fact that ~ey 2.re reduced in many Schizophora or

attached in rigid fashion to the epandrium, these structures, in some Anthomy-

iidae, apparently have a function only in the protection of the phallic appa

ratus, while the hypopygium is in the resting position (ct. Hennig, 1976).

The attachment of the tenth segment (in the form of the It sUrstylitr
) to

the ninth tergite probably brings about that, ~ the lfulpidiformia and the Cyc

lorrh~pha, the tenth sternite, (which, in any case, also forms the inner W8~1

o~ the surstyli)-which .3terni"t~ is still free in the Asiliformia-is conne:cted

with· the base of the aedeagu.s (or the sclerotized dors~l ?Tall of the phallus

sheath, respectively) and the hypandrial complex by means of a membr~ous ar~

ticulation. This arrangement creates the condi tiona required for tran.3mitting

'.the movementH of the hypandria.l complex to the surstyli, as is in evidence in

a particularly striking fashion in the Calj-ptratae (cf. Salzer, 1968; a.l"ld also

I

" Hennig, 1.976). In this connection between the. tenth sternite and the AedeAgUs

:or the' hypandrial complex, respectively, we would, thus, have a second ~odi-

fied 'groa~d-plan characteristic or the Eremoneura.

According to the present dis~ussion, Which, to be sure, largely possesses

the character of a working hypothesis still to be verified, there exist also

j
I
f
t

I
i
I
J
j
1,
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in the constru,ction OI the hypopygium certain char~cteriatics spe
a~g for the

morphology of the Heterodactyla. Ylithin thRt group, other characteristics of

the hypopygium appear to speak for a sister-gr~up relationship between the

Asiliformia and the EremoneUra. \Yrthin the, Eremoneura, in turn, we bave the

two sister groups Empidiformia (Orthogenya) 811d C-j'clorrhapha.

9. Phylogenetic affinities of the so-called Aschiza

'In the Cyclorrhapha, phylogenetic systematics :face a 8i tuation, similar

to that in the Diptera and in the Brachycera taken together: There exists an

extensive subgroup, the monophyly of '/lhich CRnnot be doubted. In the Cyclo-

. w
rrhapha., tha,~ ~~ the Schizophora (And in the Diptera, the Brachycera, and .in

the Bra~ycera, the' Cyclorrhapha). In the traditional taxonomic systems, -how-

ever, these subgroups are assign.ed to positions next to groups of equal rank"

which groups might well be conSidered to be paraphyletic groups. In the Diptera,

~.1

•

that~ the f1~ ematocera; n~ in the B:r-achycera, the "Brachycera orthorrhaphau

'(or the nBra~hyceran without further identification in the checkli$t of the

North-American Diptera); and in the Cyclorrhapha, the "AschizA. It

The assumption tha.t the J1Aschiza" representS a monopbJ"letic group hitherto

is supported by no eviden~e. Griffiths (1972, page 315, and Figure 13, pAge

68) distinguiclhed the folloVlfing main groups in the "phalanx CyclorrhaphB:"

Phalanx cyclorrhapha

Subphalanx Acroptera (= Anatria, Anatriata)

. Family Lonchopteridae

Subphalanx Atriata

Infraphalanx HYPocera (= Fhoridea)

Family Ironomyiidae

Family Sciadoceridae

:Family Phoridae (including Termitoxeniidae)

---------------

I

·1
, ~

, I
, t,' "
. I

.: "

; f
:,' I
'!t I
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I~raPhalmL~ Platypezidea

Family PlatypezidRe

Infi'aphalanx Syrphidea

Family Pipunculidae

Family Syrphidae

Infi'aphalanx Schizophora

numerous families·

The brackets indicate the af'finities, v.;hicll, accordL'rlg to Griffiths I

p.
Figure 13 (page 18), exist between the ~t'raPhalangeS of the .Atriata.

In cases where the phylogenetic affinities within a relatively large, but

doubtlessly monophyletic group (as the Cyclorrhapha, in the present instance)

are unclear and controversial, it is best to determ;i.ne first the number of

•
monophyletic subgroups that can be identified Wi th certainty. In my view, there

are seven such groups in the Cyclorrhapha:

(1) Lonchopteridae (Acroptera, P-natria, Anatriata) - This group is

distinguished by several autapomorphisms (morphology of the larvae; shape and

venation of the ,Wings; hypopygium, in particula~, the construction of the hyp-
\ "

andrial complex), and is so generally recognized that its monophyly does not ~

have to be demonstrated in detail ~n the present paper.

(2) Ironomyiidae Only one recent species.

(3) Sciadoceridae plus Phoridae (Phoroidea) ---' The asswm~tion that the-

se two families together form a monophyletic group is suggested already on the

, bas~s of several synapomorp~~sms in the wing venAtion (cf. Hennig, 1954, page

361). An additional characteristic of that nnture, probably, is found in the

antennaJ. construction: Scbmitz (1938, page 19) stated with regard to the an-

tennae of the Phoridae': "Their' posinon uprigb.t and parallel side by side;

in part:icuJ.ar, however, their construc-tion is charA.cteri.st:Lc for the family;
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1

apart from the. superfamily Phoroidea , that construction reappears nowhere

completely in the Dipters; at' best, it reappears With individual featur~s.u

Actually, the characterization given by Schmitz is applicable also in the

case of the Sciadoceridae. Schmitz' description of the first antennal segment

of the Phoridae also is applicable to ~othofamilies. The particular shape of

that segment, probably, is caused by the peculiar position of the antennal

..

flagellum (funiculus plus aristfl; of. page 44).

Strictly speaking, the monophyly of the Sciadoceridae, vn1ich, to be 8ure,

embraces only two recent species, has hitherto not been established, since

the diagnostic characteristics distinguishing them from the Phoridae are all

relatively plesiomorphic. Perhaps, a modified ground-plan characteristic of

the Sciadoceridae may be found already in the construction of the second an-

tennal segment (pedicellus) (Figure- 6~). The pedi~ellus of Sciadocera rufoma-

. not,;
cu1ata WHITE, which isFing-like expanded. in the proximal half and does not

bear any bristles, devia~es from the description given by Schmitz of the Pho~

ridae. That pedicellus rather is very narrow, and visible only as narrow

stripe between the scapus and the fQ~iculus. In particular, on the inner side,

we are able to discern a sharp, projecting edge, Which, probably, prevents

penetrat:j.on of the first and .secon:d/antennal segments into the invaginated

proximal surface of the third segment. The illustration of Archiphora pRta

gonia presente4 by Schmitz (1929, pAge 10, Figure 2a) appears to indicRte that

·the elaboration of the two proximRl antepnal segments corresponds to that of

1. ,. . . 0

0- ~Under ."superfamily Phoroidea,u Schmitz apparen·tly understood the. Phoridne

and Sciadoceridae, Bince his data are not applicable in the case of the

-_ Platyp.ezidae and .other families occasional~ assigned to. the uPhoroidee" (for.

instance, also in Hennig, 1973). Cf. pages 55 and 56 regarding the antennae

of the Platy]ezidae.

",
0',

·f

~o
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Sciadocera ru:fomaculata. In Archi'Ohor~ robusta ~'1EOlrrER from the Baltic A~ber,

these structures, unfortunately, c~~ot. be identified•

The genus Opetia usually is. assigned. (4) Opetia (and Melandero~iA?)

to the Platypezidae. It deviates from that family in several apomorphic chf\-

racteristics in the. wing venation and in the construction of the antennae (aris-

ta only with one short basal segment; Figure 52). On the other hand, it appears

that that genus is more primitive than the actual Platypezidae due to the pre
1J...... 1'I.... A,. )"Wf''c ·rr,.fJ.,~~::. ' ~.

sence of a weak a-p±rE:i vein of the \ving: as well as due to the construction of
A

the legs.

The question whether 1'Ielanderomyia belongs to the tlOpetiin~e,n as suggest~d

by Kessel and Maggioncalda (1968), also has as yet ~ot been elucidated. Griffiths

(1972, page 7~) stated with respect to Opetia and 1'1elanderomyia" that nthe pos

sibility remains that' these genera may be rpisplaced or may represent R group

'. or ~TOUPS meriting separate family stEitus." I agree with the view ; cf. page 63.

(5) Platypezidae (including Vd.crosAnia) - The expansion of the hind

tarsi in the male m..qy, in accordance with Grif:fi ths (1972, page 71), be regard-

ed as modi:fied groUlld-plan characteristic, Y/hich speaks for the monopbyly of

this family otherwise distinguished by numerous plesiomorphic characteristics

(pages 56 and 58).

(6) syrpo/dea The monophyly of this group appears to be well estab-

r lished, as is the Sister-group relationship e:ri.sting betv'leen the two f8milies

Pipunculidae and" 8yrphidae. These aspects do not require detailed discussion

in the present paper.

~ _'.. _(7) Schizophora . - The monophyly" o:f this group also is beyond doubt,

and i t has also never been put in doubt.

I·
. ~

I
I

I
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In seven monophyletic groups, 10,395 consequent, dichotomically br2nched

phylogenetic trees are theoretically possible. In reality, however, the number

of possibilities deservipg discussion is considerRbly smaller, since some as-

sumptions' (for instance, .the existence of a Sister-group relationship between

the Lonchopteridae and the Syrphidae or the Schizophora) are so improbable

that 'they do not merit discussion. The humber of discussable outlines, thus~

is greatly reduced by the eliminAtion of the improbable assumption, contained

in large numbers among the 10,395 theoretically possible phylogenetic trees.

A great advance would 'have been made, once we were able to resolve the

fo21ovdng two questions:
t~~· .. " t.! . . .. "/

i1l The question .a£..:ter- the sister group of the Schizophora, and
.. ( ... :

~ the question ~fte~; the sister group of the Lonchopteridae.
. .

Re. (1) - In his outline of the phylogenetiC tree [of these insects],

Griffiths (1972, page 68, Figure 13) presented the Syrphidea as sister group

of the Schizophora, i.e. both together as members of' A superordinate monophy-

letic group as yet'unnamed. Griffiths 1 assumption probab~ is right, but the

reasons he gives are either inadequate or outright wrong•.A.s ttsynapomorphismsll

of the Syrpbidea and 3chizophora, Gri:ffiths mentions:

(8) "Hypopygial ciroumversion completed within puparium (0)." - In

reality, thi.s characteristic bas hitherto been investigated only in very 'few

...;Schizophora (Drosophila, CalliphorR, ldusca domestica L. and Hy]?oderma sp.,

according to Griffiths, page 41), b\lt neither in the Syrp:pidea nor in other

monophyletic subgroups of the Cycl'o~hapha mentioned further above. The plesio;

morphic alternative [ffFinal ~80 degrees of hypopygial circumversion occurring

after emergence from puparium (c:f) ," according to Grif'f'i ths] has hitherto been

observed only in a few Platypezidae.
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W1.th regard to several charRcteristics possibly indicating that the Pla

typezidae (and not the Lonchop!teridae) s'hould be regarded as the sister group

of all. other Cyclorrhapha (cf. page 56), we must definitely count on the pos

sibility that completion of c~cumversion of the ·b.ypopygium takes place in the

puparium. in all Cyclorrhapha wi th the exception of the Platypezidae.

(9) "Ej'acuJ.atory apodeme ~ree from body wall. t
! - .ft_s is indicated by a

reference made to Figure 8 in the discussion of this characteristic (Griffiths,
. ~ ,

1972, PP'. 38 and 39), .Griffiths is spealdng of the sperm pump., A free sperm

pump" however, :is found noi; only in the Syrphidea and Schizophora, but also

in Lonchoptera (Fi.gure 7) and in Opetia as well as in Platyp~zina (Figures 17

and 19-J. That structure probably belongs to the ground plan of the Cyclorrhapha,

and would,. in' all instances, v:mere it cannot be demonstrated, have been reduced

in a second~ process (cf~ page 34 in this connection).

Bo·th. characteristics [(8) and (9) after Griffiths], thUS, cannot be re-

garded as synapomorphies or the Syrphidea and the Schizophora. However, I b.e-

lieve i.t' to be l;1ighly probable thRt such synapomorphies Will be found following

detailed investigati·ons. The shi~ting of the arista from i ts terminal position

to the dorsal. edge of the funiculus'· (third antennal segm@nt) "lill probably be

among these synapomorphies. A simiiar shift (which, perhaps, could rather be

expla':ined by' an enlargement of ce~tain parts of the fUniculUS), in fact, is in

....evidence more or less distinctly also in the Empidiformia and in some AschizA

(Phoridae). That, however, is due almost certainly to convergence, AS is the

";return": of the arista to a terminal position. in some 'Schizophora (som~ Neriidae).

I am.. convinced that a modification in the formation of the funiculus, which

has also led to a "shift" of the arista (cf. Figure 2 in Hennig, 1971), may be

regarded as tru.e synapomo+phy of Syrphidea and Schizophora. For that reason,
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we are permi~ted in future investigations to proceed on the bASis of the hypo-

thesis that' both groups together, actually, form a superordinate monophyletic

subgroup of the Schizophora.
1.: -'

He. 2 - The question~ the sister group of the LonchopteridAe can be

resolved only- with greater di:fficulties. The view held most widely at :the pre-

sent time, viz'. that the Lonchopteridae (tlAnatriata") should be regarded as sis-

tar group of all other .Cyclorrhapha (11At.~ata"), is based on data provided by

De Meijere (1900) on tbe morphology of the l:.arvae. 'That assumption is hardly

supported by the morphology of the imagines, and, 'knowing o~y the ilnagines,

no worker probably would have arrived at the notion regarding the Lonchopteridae

as' sister group of all other Cyclorrhapha.. In fact, severAl reasons exist pos-

sibly speakin.g against any such assumption:

(1) The connection betvleen the second and the third antennal segments

(pedicellus' and :funiculus). UIn the Cyclorrhapha, a pivot-jointed con-

nection is· present between th~ pedicellus and the antennal segments. 1f That,

by no means" is an unimportant characteristic: "In the expla.nation of this

s-t:rncture,. Heymons proceeded on the basis of a chitinous ring, which i,8 present,

- .
:for in.stanc·e, in ~gionidae in the articular membrane between the pedicellus

and the first. antennal segment, and 'to which JOhnston's organ is attached. I:f

we imagine' t.lti.s ring to be elongated in the distal direction, we arrive at a

hollow cone c.ontaini.ng the axial antennal nerve, which cone, in i ts extension,

penetrates as it were the funiculus from below • •• The cone possesses sig- 5:

n:i.ficance OD1.y as auxilia1.7 8I)paratus for Johnston';3 organ, i.e. it provides

solid sites of attachment for the elongated scolopidia of that organ, and,

furthermore" forms a protective sheath for the antennal nerve to the 51te where

that nerve passes from the pedicellus into the third antennal segmenttt (Hennig,

1973, page 165-, after Heymons).
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Figures 58 to 62 - The three first AntennBl segments ('S, SCAPUS; P, pedicellus;
F', :f'uniculus) of Lentemnis dimidi~tA MEIGZlf (Figure 58: Empididae), Agathomyia
falleni ZETTERSTRDT (Figure 59: PlatypezidFJe; the peg-like structure cormecting
pedicellua and ~iculus is missing also in species belonging.to th~ genera Ope~

~ and Platypezina),LonchopterA species (Figure 60: Lonchopteridae; MexiCO),
l'horidae .(F~gure 61: ttphorid antennae somewhat schematic" after Schmitz, 1938),
and, SCiadocera rufomaculata VfHlTE (Figure 6-2: Sciadoceridae; left: From the out
side; right: From the inside).

A pivot-joi..l1ted connection of that type has' "been demonstrated in Loncho

ptera (Figure 60), Sciadoceridae (Figure 62), PhoridRe (Figure 61; described

. in detail by Schmitz, 1938), Syrphidae (Hennig,' 19n, Figure 2) and all Scbizo

Phora "hithe"r-t6 "irivestigat'ed (numerous'illustrati'ons in Hennig, .1971) ......It is.

mi-ssing with certainty,. among the CyclorrhRpha, only in the PlatypezidAe hi

therto investigated (including OpetiA and :PIatype zina connexa BOH.; Figure 59).
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Workers wishing to adhere to the as~ption of a Sister-group relationship

between the Loncll0ptera (Anatriata) and all other Cyclorrhapha (A triata) ,

therefore, are forced to assume t~t the pivot-jointed connection be~veen pe

dicellusaD:d..-furiicuius either evolved in_ the -:bonchopteridae and other Cyclo-- .~.

rrhapna-~~~epend~~~ fashi9n thrOUgh convergence or degenerated in the Pla-

typezidae- in a secondary process. Both these possibilities appear to me to be

highly improbable: Convergent evolution in, at least, two different subgroups

of the Cyclorrhapha, because we are dealing yo:n. th a highly characteristic fea-

ture demonstrated in no other dipteran group ~n approximately similar elabora-

tion; degeneration in the Pla~pezidae, because no other evidence point~ in

that direction: Vfi th regard to the connection between pedicellus and :funiculus,

the Platypezidae correspond fully to the Empididae and other orthorrhaPhan Bra

chycera (Figure 58). Examining an isolated antenna of Onetia ("Platypezidae l1
),

for instance, the V'lorker is not able to exclude the possibility that that struq-.
ture might not come from a species of the Empidiformia, and, wi th regard to the

connection between th~ second and third antennal segments, the same is valid

for other Pla~pezidae.

Unfortunately, we are not adequately ill..formed in that regard in the case

of IronOmyia*-( cf. further below, page 60) ~ . .-----

(2) Reduction or an independent sev~nth abdominal tergite (d'). - As

"j synapomorphic characteristic of the three families Ironomyiidae, Sciadoceridae

and Phoridae, v~hich he united under the name" of "Hypocera, It Griffiths has

.. mentioned: "Only a ·single dors~al '£?cleri'te between '6th segment and hypopygium.'t

:..That,_ however, is valid also in the case of' the Lonchopteridae (Figure 1). I

doubt that a wide and independent seventh tergite actual~ occurs in Oycio

rrhapha other thc.'l~ (several or all?) Platypezidae (Griffiths, Figure ll, among

other ones). The possibility that the PlatYpezedia are more primitive also

~'\ ~\ 1w-..-..- M,.t~ (C( 6 "7 (~{ I - -1-"/......)- QYj'Y"'...rnvj' t '" :e;,J~,,,,_~-.CVL:

~<L~ iu I/~_ d"\_ £,-<-,",,_~-G-~~.J':\_ ~Q; ,
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with regard to this characteristic than all other Cyclorrhapha, and that the

fusion o:f the seventh tergite wi th the eighth tergite should be regarded as

synapomorphic characteristic of all other Cyclorrhapha (not belonging to the

Platypezidae and .,to Opetia) can, -in my view, not be excluded at this time.

'In..this connexion it should be noted that;C, with regard to the interpretation

of the eighth segment (tergite or sterIri. te, respectively), hold a view that

certainly differs from that held by Griffiths (cf. Hennig, J.~76).

Viith regard to these two charac'tetis'·tics-which mig.1J.t indicF.lte that not

the Lonchoptera, but tIle Platypezedia, are the sister group of all other Cyclo

rrhapba (including Lonchopteridae)--it is ~ecessaTy to·~~me in critic~l fash-

ion the characteristics1 which hitherto have appeared to s~eak for a sister

group relat:Lonship bet\veen Anatriata .(Lonchopteridae) and .Atriata (all other

Cyclorrhapha, including Platypezidae).

1. Head capsule a.nd mouthpp..xts of the larvae; .other larval and pupal characters

-----------------------------
~---~-~------------~---~--~--

--~-~~~----~~~

The as~ption that the larva of LonchonterA possesses in the construct-

, ,

ion of the head several characteristics more primitive than do all other cyc~

lor~ha~ha~ larvae is still based on D~ Meijerets (1900) de~cription. More ~e-

cent investigations are not available.

The relatively primitive chRrActeristics of the Lonchopteridae were seen

in that lithe par-t of the head located in front of the cephalic fold-Wa.hJ.'s ~

frontal sac-projects outward also in this instance. • • In the other Cyclo

rrhapha, a great modification has "taken place in that the anterior head part

i_8 pe~nently lowered in~o the posterior one, so tlmt a p~roral cavity-the

atrium-has been formed. • • It (De Meij ere, 1916, page 246). Since such an

atrium is missing, a "rest o:f the head c~psulen is located in the larva of the

Lonchopteridae lI a t the surface of the head in the form of· a small trapezi:form

chitinous plate. It
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According to De Meijere (1900), the larra of LonchonterR also possesses

Unot the: large mouthhhoks' characteristic for many CyclorrhRpha. t1

On. the other hand, the larva of the Lonchopteridae possesses also several

characteristics no doubt greatly modified: In particular, the 'third ~~oracic

and the ~irst abdo~nal segments as well as the ~~O terminal abdominal segments

are fused with each other. The extent to vThich similar evolutionary features
./

in larvae of Pla~ezid~e and Phoridae should be rega~ded as convergences or

wheth~ they also belong to the ground plan of these families is not yet settled.

In. my view, we should be permitted to ask the question whether the ap-

parent primitiveness of' the head const:ruction in the larva of Lonchoptera might

not rather be secondary in nature. If that could be demonstrated, it would be

easily possible ~o bring that finding into harmony wi th the general eXperience

showing' that recent acquisitions '(in this ins~nce, in the Cyclorrhapha, the

appearance- of the buccal atrium [peroral cavi~J can be lost frequently and

apparen~ly more readily than during the subsequent history or the group in que~

tion. W'"e could then ima.gine that the retention or enlargement of' a moveable

anterior" body part is :favored by na~al selection due to' the development of

large and rigid 1ftergite plates'" on the second thqracic and all folloYling body

"m. my v;iew" def'ini te interpretation of the mouthhooks also is of consider-

able importance for the understanding of head development in lonchopterid lar-

vae. Unfortunately, these as~ects have not yet been elucidated (cf. the presen-

tation of' this pro_~~~~4'in Hennig, 1973). If the mouthhooks or the cyclorrha'phan

lar:vae should be neomorphous structures in this group, as certain authors have

suggested, we might probably be permitted to regard the "lArge mouthhooksn of

'"
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the majority of cyclorrhap~.n larvae (nAtria'tan ) as a. modified characteristic,

w~ich is associated with the development of the R~um (shif~ing of the buccal

opening and of the cephalic skeleton into the interior of the body). The ''small

n;9:u~ook~n of the Lonchopteridae, in correspondence, would be a primitive

characteristic. Hovvever, if, the mouthhooks must be regarded as mandib;:Les, max-

illae or as a complex structure constrUcted of mRndibles f'nd maxillae, Vie would

be forced to regard those of the Lonchopteridae a8 rudimentray, since they ex-

hibit the least resemblance to the mandibles or maxillae of relatively primi-

tive dipteran larvae.

Fu~e 'investigations of the head problem of the lonchopterid larvae would

have to give consideration also to SChremmer's (1956) theory, accord~ to which

the atrium arose due to fusion of the maxillae. This fusion of the t\vo maxillae,

Which, according to Schremme~, form a protective sheath for the mandibles al-

ready in orthorrhaphan Brachycera, explains, according to that author, "the

development of ,the buccal atrium in a simple marmer, and makes intelligible the

fact-hi therto not understood-of the close arrangement' of the sensory organs

of the ma:xillary palp and the antennae. n If that theory is right, then the

pOsi tion of the maxillary palp and of the antennae, in which regard the larva

of Lonchop,tera corresponds to the larvae of the "Atriata, n would rather speak

against a prima~J absence of the atrium in this larva.'

A great hindrance in the ultimate eluoidation of the complex of problems

outliD:~d a.bove, at the J.>resent time, is :found in the fact that the larvae of

Ironomyia,. Opetia, hlelanderom,yia and other genera of' the Pla-cypezedae are not·

la1ovvn.

As far as is presen.tly known, the larvae of the Platypezidae do not posses 58
'~"rJtl

the highly characteristic filter ,apparatus (Y ribs, fanoni) in the pharynx,
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which has been demonstrated in the Lonchopteridae, Phoridae, Sciadoceridae

(probably), Syrphidae and Schizophora. It would, of course, be of great im-

porta-nee to know whether that is valid also in the caSe of the PlE.1{{pezidae' or

whether that apparatu~ is primarily absent in that family.

~ __ - Furthermore, the prothoracic stigmatal horns of the pupa, as far as is

known, do not break through the wall of the puparium in the Platypezidae-an

occurrence that has been demonstrated in the Lonchopteridae (according to De

Meijere, ~900), Sciadoceridae, Phoridae, Syrphidae and Schizophora (but, in

the latter group, only in the Calyptrata~.

It eould be that the' absenceof the two afore-mentioned characteristics

in the Platypezidae should be interpreted as plesiomorphy, and their presence

(filter apparatus in the pharynx; penetration of the prothore-1cic stigmatal horns

_through the' wall of the puparium) should be interpreted as synapomorphy or as

modified ground-plan characteristic, respectively, of all other' Cyclorrhapha

(including Lonchopteridae).~ In any case, particular attention should be paid

to these two characteristics L~ future larval investigations.

I rather doubt that there exist six larval st~gea in Lonchoptera (BaUd, 1973).

()../J c..a./v{ ..'-·<-~· ~.~.... ~..; t (1).,~J <:.~. ,: '. ' f!_ /.: .' .t.",

2 •_~~~::~_in the hyE~R;y:~!~~J.cfl . / u-J. "-....~ ) ) .J._\ ~ "-:0 ' ;;., -' ( ,.;:, ~.( {... . .. i f / '- )

. //
Hitherto telomeres have n2,t""'been demonstrated with certainty in the

hypopygium of the Cyclorrhapha. However, it is not improbable that the 80-

called I1posterior gonapophyses ft of Lonchoptera should be interpreted as telo

.l1:1~re~ .. (cf. pag~.17)._. In ~~~t case, one might, perhaps, regard the, loss of the

telomeres as modified ground-plan characteristic of the "Atriata." However, if

already certain appendages of the hypandriAl complex of the Platypezidae (Fi

gure 19: nTelom. n ) should be homologous with the Hposterior gonapophyses" of

the Lonch~Pt~dae--SOmethingI believe is highly probabl~~then_~tRr~~:t/J

\ t' i·J:"'I. ,:of !".c.._~J I..' ..... ~ j~-h J-.:-1'" .~- f\ " f'. ~'-,".- ~ we..&.- lor. - \If'{ 0 \~Q/\ )<]"~..LJ._ :/_J.jJ'-....2 L-.l- V'-JL 1"' V.J l.- • .-.x:._ ~ t -

\ ~~~~~ ..
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would be rendered invalid. However, if' ultin1.qtely the postgonites of the Schizo-

Phora s~ould also turn out to be homologous \Yith these telomeres, then there

Would, in that regard, exist no distinct difference or, at least, no dis-

°tinctly elaborated diff.erence between different subgroups of the CyclorrhRpha.

:In- BIlY case, -even less can be a.ccompli~hed With the telomere argument

than With the head construot:Lon of the lArvae.

On the basis of tne considerations outlined ~bove, it appears to me that

the assumption that there exists A sister-group relationship between the n.Ana

triatarl (Acroptera, Lonchopteridae) and the' u_A.triaota l1 (All other CyclorrhaphA,

including the Platypezidae) is in no way better founded than, let us say, the

as~ption that a Sister-group relationships exists be~veen the P~atypezidae

(With or vd~out Opetia and Ivlelanderom.yia) And all o~~er C,yclorrhapha (includ

ing the °Lonchopteridae).

With respect to questions still open with regard to the phylogenetic At

finities of· the seven monophyletic subiroups o:f the Cyclorrhapha iisted further

above (pages 52 and 53), we can 8tate that the problem of the Pla~pezidae and

o~ the genera Opetia and Melandero~yia has already been properly assessed by

Griffiths [cf'. also page 53 under (4)~'in this connectionJ.

The phylog~netic affinities of the Ironomyiidae remain unresolved for the

time being. J .F. Mc.\lpine (1967)-to whom we are indebted for the knoWledge of

the fact that this :family (with one recent apecies in Tasmania) belongs to the

Cyclorrhapha, :for its detailed description, and fo~ i ts demonstration in the

:::C~di.an·Amber '0:1' the- Upper Cretaceous-has' suggested-the exiatence 0:1' a s:i,.ster-

··groUP relationship between the Ironomyiidae and t;he Platypezidae:

"The glas~ texture of the Wings (due to the absence of microtrichiae),

the tending toward a single row of acrostichal setulae, and the circumverted

"7 _ .... .-..-_ , • ...- ~ ...... .:

- -. - -
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male genitalia are spezializations shared by the Ironomyiidae and Platypezidae

(synapomorphy) that indicate a sister group relations:b..ip between them. n

However, the charact'eristics mentioned in this instance may be no syn-

apo~orphies: Microtri:chia (accor.ding to the present author's findings) are
- .... . .. - ..

present,..~~ ~east,-~13o in Opeti~ nigra ~IBIGEN And; just as well, in Loncho~

-' •..... _.. . . .---- . .

ptera (the present author's findings), Sciadocera (the present author's find-

ings) and in the Phoridae (according to Schmitz, 1938). It they are missing in

Ironomyia and in several Platypezidae, we would be permitted to interpret that

only as convergence-assuming that OpetiF.! belongs to the PIa typezidae!

The question after the development of the ~crostichal setulae is still

so~ewhat opaque. In Lo~choptera, the mesonotum is entirely bare between the

de [dorsocentral bristles]. In the Sciadoceridae (SciAdocera ~ufomaculata WRITE)

we find ,a single row of strong~ [AcrostichAl bristlesJ. Tl~t appears to be

vali~, at least, also for the ground plan of the PhoridAe. In Any case, the

two $pecies from th~ aanadian~Amber described by McAlpine and ~~tin (1966)--

which species exllibit a considerabl~ more primitive venation than the recent

. Phoridae--possess only one row of acr, and Schmitz, too,. speaks in the 'case of

tAe recent Phoridae of oP~y one such ro~, which, however, apparently can also

be missing. -I\.mong the Plat;,rpezidae, that row is missing only·in Opetia. Kessel

and Maggio11calda (.1968) regard this as a primitive characteristic: "This (mean

~·Opetia) is the most primitive known genus of the Platypezidae when judged

-..

from th~ stRndpoint of its undifferentiated thor~cic chaetot~~, the ~cro3ti-

chals arld dorsocelltral bris~.l.es not being clea~ly diDtingu.ishable." Melandero-

~ a~d Microsania, the ~NO. other genera of the Opetiinae (Atelestus, viithout

doubt, belongs t,o the Empidi:formia) according to the system proposed by Kessel

and Maggioncalda, exhibit a single row of ~, AS do all other Platypezidae
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(as long as the~ are not entirely missing). Ooetia, however, possesses a

modified char~cteristic, among other ones, in the two-segmented arista (W1th

other ones be.ine find in the Wing venation.). Whether that is valid also for

"Melanderornyia and Microsnnia, unfortunate~T, is as u...'1known as the presence or

-ab·sence of ~r sperm pump "in -·the~e- two---genera.

~--~_.- ... With regard 'to iA"'1.e 'Phoridae, Sobmitz (1938) has stated: "The basic hairy

OQveri.."Ylg of the dorsum-a covering always present-vvbich U5ually is some\vhat

longer at the bacl{ than at the :front, may acquire a bristly character betvleen

~le poste~~or dorsocentrals, 8nd, more rare~; e~en along the median line, in

which case I, for the sake of convenience, speak of an 'unpaired row of acro

s'tichal bristles!t1 (Schmitz, 1938, page 28). However, the situations fO\ll1d

in the Sciadooeridae and the highly primitive Phoridae from the Canadian Amber

of the Upper Cretaceous indicate tl12t the development has proceeded the other·

way rou..l1d: From a distinct unpaired row of~ to undifferentiated ~iry cov

ering of the mesonotum. Vlhy ahould that not be valid ~lso in the case of

Qnetia? In any ca.se, a "tendency to~vard development of a single row of ~n
. ;..

cannot be regarded as synapomorphy of' the f'<'mlilies Platypezi,iae (or several ',:;

. Pla~pezidae?), Saiadoceridae and Phoridae. However, convergence carmot be ex-

eluded in the ca.se of such a simple characteristic, and, fut'thermore, it is

as yet by no means' certain in vvhich direction the development of the acr has 60

proceeded, and V'lhether that development actually has proceeded in only one

direction •

. ~ .. The circumversion of the hypOpygitlJ.n., finally, as just..~s little a synapo~

jftorphy of t..lie Irono~iidae :md Platypezidae as the flexion of the bypopygium

tOY/ard tlle ventral side. Both c~~racteristics almost certe..'1.inly belong to the

grourrl plan of the Cyclorrhapha.
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.Griffiths has uni ted the IronoI!\{iidae wi th the ~)ciad·oceridr-ie .and the

:Phoridae in one group called the "Hypocera. n It is AS good as certAi.l1. that

the Sciadoceridae togetller 'Y'7i to,. the Phoridae form a monophyle"tic group (nPhoro

i:.<!..~~f~l._(~f. f'urthe~_~b_~ve,_.page 52). T}::te Ironomyiidae may also be regarded as

the- sister group:.D;f these_ "Phoroidea. It Truly definite evidence for that re

lE;itionsbip is hitherto not available. Griffiths (page 68) listed as synapo

morphies of the three families (Ironomyiidae, Sciadoceridae and Phoridae)

-of the J1Hypocera:n

(4) tlSuboosta partly fused with rr jJ1

(5) IlAnal cell shortened; r.t

(6) "Only n single dorsal sclerite between 6th segment and hypopygium (0)."

Of the'se three characteristics, at beat, orJ.1y the one listed first may

CfJ.rl:y some weight, since it occurs in no other f'orm belonging to the Cyclorrhaphf!.

The fusion of the middle portion of the ~ [sl-lbco3ta] wit...", n [fir:3t rRdio

medial crossvein]. in both the recent and the ~ossil Ironomyiidae could actually

be regarded as preliminary stage for thecourse of the subcosta L~ the Sciado

ceridae and the Phoridae, in which the subccsta no longer possesses a free ter

minal portion.

This characteristic, however, could just as well be an autApomorphy of

the Ironom;yiidae, and, considered by i tse1:f, is h~rd1y of greater importAnce

than the second chara·cteristic (shortening of the anal cell), Which, in the

CyclorrhaphA (and also in the Empidiform:i.a) has very frequently evolved by

convergence.

:~:~. The characteristic listed last is completely useless. More thAn one single

dorsal sclerite between the sixth segment f3nd the bypopygium is hitherto knO'lTD.

only in ~the Platj-pezidae (illustr~tions in Griffiths, 1972, and in Mc.~1.pine
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1967, Figure 17). It Cflnnot be excluded thc'lt the reduction of t~e seventh ter-

'~te (or its affiliation with the eighth tergite, respectively) repre3a~ts a

. ~apomorPhY of all Cyclorrhapha not belonging to the Pla~pezidee Ccf. further

above, p~ge 5).

In the- text of his paper '(p~ge 71; not in the legend to Figure 13), Grif-

fi ths mentioned still A further modified characteristic of the TTHypocera: n

"Apex of second antennal article deeply inserted into ba.s~ of· third."

With regard to the Sciadoceridae and the Phoridae, this description ca.n

refer only to the pivot-jointed connection between the second and third ?~ten-

nal segments (pedicellus and funiculus) (Cf. page 55). \Vhether such a. connect-
. .,.'....... ~ ,"..;..... ~ -. -

ion is present also in tile Ironomyiidae appears to be somewh.qt questionabl~, ..

McAlpine (1967, page 227) has stated with regard to the Rntennae of Ironomyia:

"Second segment sagittate L~ side view, deeply emarginate distally in dorsal

view, apex deeply inserted into base of third segment, setulose laterallY and

dorsally'. It. I am not entirely certain, whether ff apex deeply inserted into base

of third segmentU actu~lly describes the pivot-jqinted connection be~l/~en the

se two segments (a connection distinguishable only in microscopic preparations),

or whether that description only menns that the lateral processes of the pedi-

cellus embrace the base of the f'ur.a.iculus. Howev-er, if' this l'articular C011-

nection should actually be present in Ironorayia, that finding would most de-

cide~ speak ag~inst the existence of a close phylogenetic relationship between

the Irono~-iid.ae and the Platj'"pezidae (r!!~~lpine). That finding would just

as little permit us to draw conclu3ions regarding a close phylogenetic rela-

tionship between the Ironomyi-idae, on the one hand, ~nd the Sciadocerid~e and

the ~oridae, on the other one, (Griffiths) since tins pivot-join~ed connect-

ion between the second and the third antennal segments Appears to be present

in all Cyclorrhapha with the exception of the PIAtypezidae.
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As $ole, rather weak piece .of evidence suggesting tllat the "Hypocera ,"

as postulated by Griffiths (Ironomyiidae, Sciadoceridae and Phoridae), might

actually be regarded AS monophyletic group, we then l'lave only the partial

fusion of the subcosta with I'l •

As the result of tile present investigation of the phylogenetic affinities

o:f -the so-called uAschiza," we then have attained hardly more mAn the reali-

zation that ~o definite statements can be made regarding the differentiation

of' -the seven morphological Subgroups of the Cyclorrhapha listed on pages 52

and 53. Far too many characteristics b.e'1ve. hi therto been investigated only in

haphazard fashion, 811d our knOWledge of the distribution of' their relative ple-

.siomorphic and apomorphic stages or expression, therefore, is fRr too sketchy

1;0 penni t defini te conclusions regarding the phylogenetic afiinities of' the

seven groups named on pages 52 and 53.
-

Since the present critical review has dealy chiefly with the soundness

~ the evidence outlin~d in connection with a phy"logenetic tree by Griffiths

(1.972) n in. accordnnce with the argumentation scheme of pbylogenetic systema-

ucs," I should, perhaps, add several ,general reDlqrks.

In the Cyclorrhapha, Grif'.f~ths has differentiA-ted eight monophyletic groups,

only one of which has been distinguished by a questiOll mark. For substantiation,

~at author had available only fourteen character ~lternBtives. ThA~ number

is small, and ~bis, in particular, since several of these cbP~acters appear

-to be rather trivial and concern only gradual differences, while other ones

J:tre .kn~vm only on the basj.s of a few random inve.stigations. Experience hAS shown

-that schemes of thc'!t nature reinforce the scepticism of biologists ~nd taxono-

Dris-ts sceptical of. ph:71ogeneti~ systematics ~ the first instance. It should,

however, be remembered that an author does not intend to present a final

I
I
I
I
j
;
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solution of the complex of questions investigateg. with tlle aid of his phylo-

genetic outline sub:::;tantiated in the marmer of an argumentation scheme. His

task rather is to show i..11 unequivocal fn:3hioJ:l f'-:Ild in a manner practically de-

manding confirmation or contradiction why he believes that the outline

supported by him is the one best founded among the ma~ pos?ible phylogenetic

tress. X:f it tuJ:ns out in the end that some o£ his reaSons have been ref'u.ted

on the basis of results obtained in directed investigations, he has, neverthe-

less, attained his intended goal~ to facilitate progress.

ROVlever, I feel that it is deSirable that e~-3.ch author of such phylogenetic

outlines set up ill the :form of an argumentation scheme should try ~o demonstra te

'somewha t more distinctly the dif:ferent weights of his pieces of evidence. U1-

timat.ely, every author mows that the individUe.t").l pieces of evidence are not

of equal sou.ndnes~. Some groups in an author's phylogenetic tree (for inst.Rnce,

,the Syrphidee and the Scnizophora in Griffiths) do very rightly not require

future confirmation, vihile .. the validity of qther groups will be doubtful, for

instance, because it is based solely on the results obtained in random studies.

However, where progress is possible only on the basis of additional, directed

and intensive comparative investigations, a.11. author should try to pinpoint as 62

-

clearly as possible the weak points the phylogel'letic tree has in his own eyes.

How this can be done has been outli~ed in my description of the Psychodidae (1972).

Addendum

A large obstacle for._ ~e assumption o:f a sister-group relationship between

the Cyclorrhapha and the EmpidiformiR, (And, thus, at the same time' for the de-

fini te demonstration of the ensten.ce o~ a monophyletic group called ftI~remon

eurau ) would be- removed, if i t v/ere possible to demonstrate that the two-
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segmented arista of Opetia (Figure 52) is not a modified ch2racteritic based

on reductiop., but a relatively primitive char~cteristic. In that case, we

would be permitted to assume that the three-segmentedness of the arista has

arisen. in all other Cyclorrhapha (including the PIRtypezidae) by means of a

sec9nda~J division of_the basal segment. In that case, we co~ud not reject the

suggestion that there exists a sister-group relationship between Opetia (and,

perhaps, ~iel~lnderomyia, page 53) and all other CyclorrhaphFl.

Detailed morphological investigations of the two' genera Opetia and Melan

deromyia and of their larvae, un:fortunately, are .not available, but, with re

gard to the final elucidation of the phylogenetic af'fini ties o:f the Cyclorrhapha.,

",!ould be one of the mos~ important taslrs in the :future.
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